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ABSTRACT

The plastic subassemblage method of analysis was developed to perform the
plastic analysis of one-story assemblages. This method provides a key element
in the plastic design of unbraced multi-story rigid steel frames. In the method,
a one-story assemblage is assumed isolated from a multistory multibay unbraced
frame at the level under consideration. The load-drift behavior of the one-story
a:-;semblage approximates the load-drift behavior of a story at that l<~vel. This
report provides the background information for the two reports which follow.
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1.

Introduction

The plastic subasscmblage method of analvRis
'vas developed to provide a story-by-story analysis
of an unbraced multistory multibay steel frame
The
HU<~h a:-; the one shown in Figure 1 (1-8).
frame iR subjeeted to combined gravity loadR wand
In the method, a one-story assemlat<~ralloads H.
blage is as:-;umcd isolated from the frame at the
level und<~r consideration. The load-drift behavior
of the one-story assemhlag<~ is then d<'tcrmiB<~d
and a:-;:-;umed to approximat<~ the load-drift behavior of a :-;tory at that level.
The pla;-;tie suba:-;Remblag<~ mt~thod of analyRis is
based on the suba;-;;-;emblage <"oneept and u;-;<';-; the
r<'Rults of studie;-; on restrained column;-; permitted
to .sway ('!). The nwthod ac<"ounts for P-11 moment;-; as well w..; pla:-;ti<" hinges in th<> ]warns and
columns and residual ;-;tresses in the columnR.
The purpoRe of this report is to familiarize the
reader with the plastic subassemhlagc analysis of
one-story assemblages. It also provides the hackground information for the two reports which follow, "Experiments on Hestraincd Columns Pcrmittc~d to Sway" and "Experiments on Unbraced
The:-;<~ two r<>ports
One-Story Ai'lsemblag<>s.''
preRent tlw result:-; of an <~xtcuRivc expcrinwntal
program whieh provid<~H exrwrinwntal verifi('ation
of the plaRtie subai'>Remblage nwthod of analyi'liH.
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interior moment at the top of a restrained
<'olumn
plastic moment capacit~' of a beam
n·duced plastic moment capacit~, of a column
(modified plastic mom<'nt capacit~' to account
for axial fon·<·s)
f<'Straining moment applied b~, br·ams to top
of a !'<'Strained column
maximum value of n·straining mom<·nt <:orr<'sponding to a m<"chani,;m condition or t h<·
valw· of restraining mmnPnt at th<· or·r·urn•Jw<·
of Pach pl:tstic hingr• in tlw ,;ubas,;pmbl:tg<"
lPvel
ratio of .~Tr' to 111 7,c
axial fore<· in a reRtrain<·d <'olumn du<" to :lpplied loads
yield st rcc<c< l<>vel of axial force i 11 t hr· n·strain<·d <'olumn
,;hpar resistam·p of Knhassemblag<· (fun<'tion
of D./h)
shear resist:uwr· of onP-c<tor,\' ass<>mblage
(function of D./h)
radiu,; of g~Tation about :r axi,;
seeti on modulus
distributed gmvit,\' load per unit kngth of
bpam (working loa<l vahw)
Klrondenw,;,; ratio about x :1xiK
axial load ratio of a rc,;train<·d <'olunm
ratio of stiffneKs of <·olumn to lwam at :\joint
ratio of stiffn<•,;s of column to lwam at a joint
ratio of stiffrw,;,; of <·olumn to bP:lm at a joint
joint rotation at the top of a rpstraincd
column relative to the chord
incn•mc·nt
story drift; also twic<· t lw drift of a rest rai1wd
column
dr·flection ind<'x or nonclinwnsional drift of a
stor~', a mw-st on' ass<·m blagc or a sub~\ss<·m
blag<'
ratio of ,;tiffncss of c·olumn to lwam at a joint
joint rotation at tlw top of a n·s1 rain<·<l
column
joint rotation emTcsponding to oc<'UJT<'Il<'<' of
a plastic hing<· at tlw top of a r<'strairwd
column
distribution factor
~'icld strPSR
7
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FIGliHE I.

2.

Unbmcedframe andloading

Plastic Subassembl age Analysis Concept
2.1 The One-Story Assemblage

If the fram<~ shown in Figure 1 is a well-proportioned regular r<'ctangular multistory frame with
rdativel~- uniform story heights and eombirwd
loading along it:-; h<'ight, tlw inflection points in the
columns can be <'xpectcd to occur near mid-height
of each story over most of the frame. Assuming
that the inflection points in the <"olumns an~ located at mid-story height a one-story assemblage
can he removed at level n of the frame as shown
in Figur<> 2 by passing C'uts through the midheights of the columns above and below level n.
1 n Figure 2, the story height ish, th<' applied slwar
above and bdow levPl n is respeC'tivdy "J:;H 1 and
2:-H". The <"onstants "A ddin<' tlw distribution of
tlw applied shear to the C'olumns. Tlw column
axial forces P and th<: distributed beam loads w
are assumed constant and an: calculated from the
11 _
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Equivalent one-story assemblage

known loads on the frame. The column drift referred to level n is given by 6./2. The story drift is
therefore 6..
The one-story assemblage can be simplified as
shown in Figure 3 by replacing each column above
level n with the equivalent joint forces. The
columns below level n in Figure 3 are now called
reRtrained columns and the beams provide the
restraint for the restrained eolumns_ In tlw figure
the known shear forces "J:;Hn-I and "J:;Hn an: also
replaced hy unknown shear forces 2:-Qn-I and ~Q~~
which are functions of 6.. In the analysis the unknown shears ~Q are to he computed and compared with the applied shears I:H.
2.2

The Subassembla ges

To facilitate the load-drift analysis of the
equivalent one-story ass<~mhlage, it is assumed to
he subdivid<~d into smaller unitH C'all<'d subass<~m
hlages. Each suhassmnhlag<~ <·onsists of one n:strain<;d column plus tlw adjae<•nt r<'straining
beams at the column top. The thre<; typ<'s of
suhassernhlag<~s (windward, interior and ext<~rior)
which an; possible in any multihay on<;-story assemblage are shown in Figure 4. Hotational rcRtraints arc assumed at the free ends of tlw beams
in eaeh subaRsemblag <; to account for the restraining effeets of the beams and eolumns outsid<' the
subassemblag e_ These restraints are shown schematically by springs in Figur<~ 4_
2.3

B ~Hnc

~n-o_

The Restrained Columns

Figure .5(a) shows a typical n·strairwd eolmnn.
It is subjected to a constant verti<~al load, P,, and
to varying lat<·ral forec, Qn, and mom<~nt, Jlln.
The resulting deformed configuratio n is shown in
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i Mno
in which uy is the yield stress of the column, f the
shape factors, S the section modulus, d th<' column
depth and r.r the radius of gyration about the
strong axis, then

(d) LEEWARD

FIGURE 4.
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The subassemblages

Qh

Figure 5(b). A linearly elastic rotational restraint
at the column top provides a restraining moment
of M,. The three rotations, D.n/hm () and 'Y are
measured from the references lines shown in Figure
5(b) and arc positive when clockwise. For any
story n, equilibrium requires that

~111 pc

(2)

0

For small deformations, the rotations 0, 'Y and
D.n/hn in Figure 5(b) for any story n are related
by the compatibility condition:
A
h

-- =

(} -

(3)

/'

Equation (I) can be nondimensionaliz<'d with
respect to the redm~ed plastic moment capacity of
the column, 111 pc, as follows:

~i:11 c

=

-

(A~~c + /:~-)

(4)

wh<'r<', for major axis hPnding of \Y shap<•s,
lllf'c = l.lS(l -

P/P 11 )Jlll'; P/P 1,

>

O.Li

(;i)

in whi<~h JJ/ 1, is tlH· full plastic monwnt and P!, iH
tlw axial yiPld load of the eolumn. \\'riting
11! 11

r

=

2

u J8 = '2P uf-_.r__

d

(G)

I

l

.ill

11f vc

+
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It
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]

A

,;,
J

p)

(7)

Pv

2t ~ -[;J" + 22Sf~ ;;)]

and
=

-

Equation 7 may be ;.;implifi<'d by noting that for
most wide-flange shapes used for eolumm; f and
d/2r.c ean be approximated by their respective
average values of 1.11 and 1.15. Therefore

(1)

2M+ M,

=

(S)

The load-drift rPlationship Q vs. D./2 for tlw
r<'strained cohunns <·au now lw dd<•rmin<>d hy
solving Eq;.;. (2), (:~) and (8) togdlwr with tlw
moment-rotation rPlationHhip, J/ vs. 'Y, for thP
column (5-7).
The nondimf'nt-\ional load-drift rPlationship,
Qh/2Jl pc v:,;. D./h for a particular restrainPd column
with slendcn1f's:,; ratio, h/rn constant axial load
ratio, P jP,., and constant r<'straint stiffnpss, k 1 , is
shown by curve 0-g-b-c-e in Figure 6.
Additional load-drift <·un·ps may also be ohtaitwd for tlw column shown in Figur<· 6. Ea<'h
<'lilT<~ would <·orn•spoml to a diff<'rent vain<' of
restraint stiffn<'Ss, 0 ::;: k 1 ::;: ro. All <·urvPs would
lw similar in shape to 0-g-b-c-c and all would pass
through point 0. In addition, all <·nn·<'s would
interHeet thf' line d-e, t'Xt<'ncl<'d, since the maximum
restrainin12: moment, ill r' for all curves is independent of the restraint stiffness k1.
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Qh
2Mpc

.9.!!._
2Mpc

0

.A..
h

FH ann; tl. Load-deflec tion curve of a restrained column with
constant-ze ro restraint Htiffness

In general, the re~traint :-otiffness, k1, will not
remain <'OIJ::-;tant for all valm':-; of joint rotation, e,
hut will dccrea::-;e abruptly at discret<~ intc>rvab as
0 incn'a8P~ ell!<' to the ~UeC'CSSive formatio n of
pla~t ic hing<':-; in th<' rPstraini ng beam~.
Of the
i11finit<' nurn}wr of k-e relations hips po:-osihly, only
two of them an' fundame ntal to subasser nblage
th<'ory.
1. ('onstant -?.:No l~efltraint Stiffness~-The restraining moment at tlw eolumn top is dc~firwd by
the equation s
(9)

J/,

Cfh<()S :w)
and (el

<

ep)

(10)

in whi<·h /h i~ a constant and 0 :::; /)1 :::; 2. The
c:olution of Eq. (~) forth<' re~training moment dcfiw'd by Eq. (!J) will giv<~ i,ll(' load-ddl edion <'Urve
0-u in Figun' (). At point(!, hmvever , th<~ rc:-;traint
:-;tiffn<':-:s bcl'omes Z<'ro. Th<'rdon~ addition al re:-;training moment <·armot lw generate d and a
m<'('hani sm eondition rc:-oult:-o. The moment at tlw
top of tlH~ restraine d eolumn will remain constant
at ill,' = ]JiiliJ!, and the load-drif t curve after the'
mechani sm d<~\·dops will h<) eurve u-h in Figun~ G.
2. ( 'onstant- ( 'onstant I testraint Stiffne:-;s -The
restraini ng moment at tlw column top \vill now he
ddi ned by the equation s

FIC{ UBE 7. Load-defle ction curve of a restrained column with
com;tant-c om;tant re::;traint stiffness

However , at point g in Figure 7 the restraint stiffness reduces to k 2 • Addition al restraini ng moment, Jl!I" can be develope d after point g but at a
smaller rate than bdore. The resulting load-drif t
eurvc is Hhown as eurve g-j-rn in Figure 7, which
int<~rseets the line d-2 at point m with tlw formation of a plasti<~ hinge in the <~olumn top.
2.4

Superpos ition of Restraine d Column
Load-Dri ft Curves

Consid<~r

the two restraine d eohunn eHrV<'f'
shown in Figure 8. ( ;urve 0-a-b-c i:-o for a restrained column whose restraint :-otiffncss decrease~
from k1 to kz at point a. Curve 0-a'-b'- c', however, is the load-drif t curve for the same <~olumn
but with eom-;tant restraint stiffness kz. Hcgnwnt
0-a and the eompkt<~ c~urv<~ 0 o'-b'-c' may both
h<~ obtain<~d by solving Eq. (S) wlH'r<' th<' r<'straining morn<~nts ill,, are defined by ki8ill,ic and

(II)

The solution of Eq. (H) for illr ddirwd by l 1~q.
(11) gives curve segment 0-g in Fig11res () and 7.

0

~
h

FI<l lJ HE S.

Huperposit. ion of load-defier· ! ion

<".\li"VPC<
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order plastic mechanism curve and follows the
straight line M r3' = p31\;f pc·
N ondimensional restrained eolumn load-drift
curves are constructed for each subassemblage in a
one-story assemblage. Before eomhining these
curves to obtain the load-drift curve for the onestory assemblage, it is necessary to transform them
to Q vs. t:..jh curves by multiplying the ordinates
of each curve by the appropriate values of 2ll;[pjh.
_->O;i;;:----J~~~
d

FIGURE 9.

Construction of load-deflection curve

Also segments a-b-c and
a'-b'-c' are identical. Therefore it is not necessary to derive the load-drift equation corresponding to each reduced value of restraint stiffness, k.
Instead the load-drift eurve may be built up from
segments of complete load-drift curves which are
given by Eq. (8) for the appropriate values of
k(O ~ k ~ co).

k20MP<> respectively.

2.5

Load-Drift Curve of a One-Story Assemblage

2.6

The load-drift curve of a one-story assemblage is
determined by a superposition of the individual
load-drift curves of each subassemblage in the onestory assemblage. The number of suhassemblage
curves involved will always equal one more than
the number of bays comprising the one-story assemblage. Figure 10 illustrates the procedure for
the assemblage shown in Figure~ :·L It requires a
~mmmation of the ordinate (J for <>ach subasscmblage curve eorrPsponding to arbitrarily e hos<>n
values of ddleetion im.kx !::../h. Using this proeedure the eomplde asc<>mling and d<>seendi ng
portiom; of the one-story assc>mhlage ('HrvP ean be
determined.
Tlw subass<>mblag(• (•urvPs for QA and Qc in
Figure 10 do not go through the origin. The
horizontal axis in the:o;e diagrams is shifted to

QA

Load-Deflection Curve of a
Woodward Subassembloge

Construction of Subassemblage Load-Drift Curve

Figure 9 illustrates the method of constructing
a typical load-drift curve for an interior subassemblage. It is assumed that a meehanism oecurs
with the formation of three plastic hinges in the
restraining beams at a, b and c, in that ordPr. An
analysis determined that the initial restraint stiffness was k 1 and that the first plastic hinge formed
at a joint rotation 81 so that P1 = k181. Similarly,
prior to the second and third plastic hinges the
restraint stiffness was found to be k2 and k3, respectively, and it was found that the second and
third plastic hinges formed at joint rotations
of 82 and 83. Therefore, P2 = k202 and p3 = k383.
The initial sC'gmcnt of the load-drift eurve is
0-a. The second segm(•nt i::; a-b, v;lwr(~ point b
eorrc•r-;ponds to tlw formation of the S('('OIHl plastic
hing(•. This Sl'gmcont is obtained by traw;lating
segmPnt a'-b' of (~urve 0-f to points a and b as
shown. Similarly, segment b-e is obtained by
translating segment b"-c" of curve 0-g. The final
segment c-d of the load-drift curve is the second-

~,h

Oa
Load-Deflechon Curve of on
lnteroor Subossembloge

~,h
Oc
Load-Deflection Cur•e of o
Leeward Subossembloge

~,h
~Q

Load-Deflection Curve
of o One -Story
Assemblage

~,h
FH.iURI~ 10. Construction of load-deflection eurve for a onestory a,;semblage
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Derivation of initial restraint coefficients

Subassemblage Analysis by Computer

Heference 8 discusses the computer analysis of
a one-story assemblage. In effect the computer
program solves the approximate equations after
each successive increment of drift index t!./h
(arbitrarily small increments) and determines the
set of values of ]Jf, and llfr' which will define the
load-drift curve of each subassemblage in the onestory assemblage. These curves ar£c) then superimposed by the computer to give the load-drift
curve of the one-story assemblage. The one-story
assemblage curve ean also be plotted automatic~ally
hy induding an appropriate subroutine in the program.
3.

Restraint Provided by the Beams
3.1 Initial Elastic Restraint

The interior region of a one-story assemblage is
shown in Figure 11 (a) together with the vertical
forces P, and joint moments, M. The beams and
columns arc initially assumed to be clastic.
Consider the reHtrained column at joint i. It is
dPsired to caleulate the initial clastic vahw of restraint k;, which iH provided by the beamH and
columns of the one-Htory aHscmblage. The restraining moment, M ,, at joint i will be the sum
of the restraining moments on either side of the
joint and can be written in nondimensional form as

(14)

A good approximation for the initial elastic
value of K ;1 can be obtained by simplifying the
one-story assemblage to just those members
shown in Figure 11 (b) :

_ [3 +

account for the column shear caused by gravity
loads at zero drift.
2. 7

8;1\f vri

pri

in which llf w-o and llf ;; are the moments at i for
beams i(i - 1) and ij, respectivPly, and K t<t-ll
and K 11 are the initial restraint coefficients for the
same beams. Also I ;u-o and I tJ are the moments
of inertia of beams i(i - 1) and ij; 0; is the rotation of joint i and E is the modulus of elasticity.
Also llfpct is the reduced plastic moment capacity
of the restrained column at joint i corresponding to
the axial load ratio P / P 11 of column i. Sin<~e llf,
kOM pc 1 then
k1

(b)

J

EI ;1
+ K, ii L;;lJf

K;:- 6

+ 7J + ~; K;<t-1)]
0.5a + {3 + 1.57]

0.5{3

3 -

(15)

where
a

=

hl;j

T";;lt

hli(i-1)

I

a

L;(i-I)I i

hl;j

{3 =

=

7]

L;/;

hlj(j+l)

Lj(j+1)Ij

The initial elastic restraint to the left of joint .i
[Fig. ll(a)] Kit is related to Ku as follows:
Kji

K - ;~]
4 [ K~~---- 4

=

(Hi)

Similarly
K;<i-1)-

4[ /~_

(i-1) i

-

1\, (i-1) i

-

;~]
4

(17)

where joint i is an intc~rior joint.
(i-1)

I

p

Wj(i-1)

~M

Wjj

Ql ---;~~~:;21:1=:1=1~!~~~~rJtr~~~l~l~~~l~l~~
II

I

I

3

4

5

6

I
I

I

I;..:..:::_ -

1
h

2

_l
FIG U IU•~ 12.

Possible plastic hin~~:e locations
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3.2

Reduced Restraint

As the lateral shear force, T.Q on a orH~-story
assemblag(~ in<'reases tlw S\H~ce::;siv<' formation of
plastiC' hinges in tlw beams and <·olumns will redu<'<' thP restraint stiffness at the top of ea<·h restrained column. Figure 12 :-;how:-; tlw locations
of tlw pos:-;ihle plastic hing<>s within an i nkrior
suha:-;scmblag<'. Hderring to the mtrnlwn'd locations of plastic hinges shmvn in Figun~ 12, and
a:-;suming that hinges ;) and () will form hdon~
hing<'S 2 and 5, re:-;pe<·tivdy, tlw reduced values of
restraint, k,, ('an be dctermirwd from the follmving:
1. 1 occurs b<4ore 8: f;in<"e additional moment
cannot be d<'veloped at joint ( i - 1), beam i(i - I)
1). Thus
ma~y he <·onsidcn'd pinned at U
K <U-1> rcduc·<'s to :).0.
2. ,) occurs after l: K;<;-1) rt'dll('C'S from ;).0 to
0.
:3. 3 occurs before 1: K;<t--ll reduces to zpro.
4. f) or 7 occurs: K iJ rechH·c•s to ~).0.
5. 5 occurs after 6 or 7: K i j red1H'<'~-' from :).0
to 0.
H. 4 occv,rs: K i ( i - l l and K i j remain unchangc'd
from their value:-; at tlw time-~ develops.
4.

closely approximated by that of th<' one-story
assemhlag<•. Although IH'yond tlw s<'op<· of this
report, tlw method <·an IH' ext('nded to handle
<·onditions when· th<' eolumn infi<'dion point:-; an'
shifted from mid-story hr·ight.
The method of analysis is based 011 tlw c·on<·Ppt:-;
of restrain<'d ('olurnns and suhass<•mblagp;-; and
wws directly th<' r<'sults of pr<•\-ious n·sc•ar<'h on
The
rPstrainPd <"olumns permitted to sway.
analysis of on<·-story assemblagc·s <·an be carried
out eithc'r manually, with the aid of :-:peC'ially
prepared design charts, or by comput<·r.
Tlw plasti(' suha:-;semhlage nwthod prm·id<·:-: a
key elemPnt op<'ning tlw way to plastiC' d<'sign of
unhrac·ed multi-::;tory rigid st.<'PI framPs (8). A
design example is pres<'nt<'d in Part -1- of t lw Bulletin. Tlw analytical and c•xrwrinwntal n·sults pn·s<•nkd in this Bulletin an· n·c·omnwtHled for <'a.rd ul
:-;tudy b_v st<•cl frame~ c!Psigners and sp<·<'ifi<·ation
committees.
5.
1.

Summary and Conclusions

A sc·c·oJHI-order dastic-plast.i<· nwthod of analy:-;is has been des<'ribed in this paper whieb can lw
used to p<'rform a pla:-;tic analysi:-; of onc•-story
assemblages under ('ombined gravity and lakral
loads. If the om·-story at-OsemblagP is taken from
a region of an unbraf'cd multistory frame when'
tlw columns ean lw <'Xpe<"tcd to bC' in JH'arly symmetri<"al double curvature undn the <'omhined
lomb, then th<' load-drift <·urvc of the' story IS

4_
!>.
fi.

s.
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ABSTR ACT
Experim ents were conduc ted on full-~·wale restrain ed column s permitt ed
to
s\vay in order to study their lateral- load vs. drift behavio r with a variahl<
' rotational restrain t stiffness . Tlwse tests also provide d Pxperim ental verifica tion
of
some aspects of the sway subasse mblagc method of analysi s. Thre<' rest
ra i n<'d
column s were tested, simulat ing the restrain ed column s in a windwa rd, an interior
and a leeward s\vay suhasse mblage . The column axial load ratio for all the
r<'strained column s was maintai ned constan t at 0. 7. Eaeh test sp<'cinw
n <'OIIsisted of one column and one or two restrain ing beams wdd<·d to tlw <"olumn
.
Tlw rotation al restrain t stiffnes s of restrain ed column Yaried during th(' kst
dw•
to the formati on of a plastic hinge. The test rmmlts :,-;how good agrecnw nt
with
the predicti ons from restrain ed column theory.
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1.

Introduction

In the sway subassemblage method of analysis
a one-story assemblage [Fig. 1 (a)] at level n is
subdivided into sway subassemblages as shown in
Figure 1 (b). Each sway s11 basscmblage consists
of a restrained column, which is permitted to
sway, together with the adjacent restraining
beams. A spring at eaeh end of the restraining
beams represents th0 rotational restraint offprecl
by the members outside a sway subasscmhlage.
The columns above level n are n~pla<'ecl by tlw
equivalent joint for<'es when', r·<mscrvativdy it is
assumed that L-Hn~l = "LHn [Fig. 1(a) ]. The
behavior of a sway suba:o-;srmblage i:,.; then dcRerihed by the behavior of a rcl'itrained column at
level n, which is suhjeeted to the for<'es shown in
The hr~havior of a onP-story assPrnhlage
Figun~ 2.
is determined hy suitably combining tlw individual
behavior of the l'iway subal-isemblages, Pach one
containing a rPstraincd f'olumn (1-:3). The be@

®
I
P(n·

>-A~ Hn- 1

I
I) A

havior of a n'strairwd eolumn f'an be dPterminccl
either manually with tlw aid of pr<'pared charts,
or by comp11ter (1, 4-G).
A numerical method of analysis for rPstrained
columns having any type of rotational and lakral
restraints and suhjPcted to any <·omhination of
external moments and forces was first pr<'sPnted
by Levi (7). Tlw r<'strainPcl f'olumn shown in
Figure~ 2 is a spPeial <'aS<' of t h<' g<'rwral rPstrained
f'olumn problem. This <·olumn, of height h /2, is
pinned at the lmv<'l' Pnd, and suhjPc·ted at t lw upp<'r
Pncl to f'onstant axial load J>n, ,·ariahl<' lat<'ral
load Q", -variahl<> joint rnorrwnt J/ and a r<'straining momc'nt whil'h il'i a function of a ,·ariahle
rotational re~traint l'itiffrw~~ k. The yariat ion of
tlw rotational rPstraint ~tiff IH'~s r<'~ult s from tlw
formation of plasti<· hinge~ in t IH' restraining
beams.
Thi~ rrport pre~Pnts the rc~mlts of an <'Xp<'rinwntal in-ve~tigation of three restrained columns
permittPd to sway. Thi~ is the first phase of a
two-phal-i<~ experimental program to in-ve~t igate
the behavior of rPstrained <'olumns and oiH'-stor.'·
assemblages. Each restr ainPd <'< >111 mn l'onsisted
11

1

I

Windward

h

I

Interior

I

>.c~Hn-~''
Leeward

2

lh
t2

1

P(n·•)c
Mnc

.

_·_rn
_, 2

(b) Sway Subassemblages at Level n

FIGUH.E I.
at level n

One-story :t.~>iemblage and sway snbas,.;emblages

FICHJHE 2.
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fairly large values of drift following the initial
tests discussed above. These results are not presented in this report.
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Test specimen details

of a eolumn 10 ft long with either one or two
n•straining !warns 15 ft long wdded to column
flanges at midh<'ight of the column. 'The thn~e
restrained columns therefor<• simulated restrained
<'olumns in windward, interior or leeward sway
subassemblages as shown in Figures 1 and :).
The restrained columns ·were tested under nonproportional loading. The total gravity loads
applied to the beams and column::-; were maintained <'Onstant. The lateral load was applied to
the top of tlw column using a horizontal serew
jack. The data obtained from the testH was redtH·ed to determine all stres::-; resultant;,; and de~
formations. The load-drift behavior was eompan•d to predi<'tions from restrained column
theory.
In t\vo of the t<·sts, a variable r<)Straint stiffn<~Hs
was obtained by <'nsuring that a plasti<: hinge d<~
veloped in the• restraining beam before the attainment of the stability limit load. The column
axial load ratio for all the restrained column;,;
was maintained constant at 0.7. This value was
chosen to maximize~ the P ~ cffed:-; and to ine:ludc
the effee·ts of residual stresses in the columns at
every stage of loading. The assumption implied
in using sueh a high axial load i,.; that if n~asonably
good correlation with rc,.;trained eolumn theory
is obtain<·d with ,.;uf'lt loads, ex<·ellent agwement
should he obtained. at much smaller loads.
Each restrained column was subjected to approximately two eydes of reversed loading to

Mp
Mpc
lYfu

F.r

Ll/2
0

area of cross section
flange width
depth
horizontal wind load
story height
moment of inertia about major axi:-;
restraint stiffness
bending moment
bending moment at joint computPd from measured beam strains
bending momPnt on beam at column fae<'
bending momPnt on beam at a d<•pt h of beam
away from column face
bending moment on beam und<'I' load point
bending moment at joint eomputed from
measured strain of uppc•r eolumn
plastic moment capacity of cross seC'tion
reduced plastic momt'nt capacity c<mHidering
axial load
bending moment at joint comput<•d from measun·d strains of rest raim·d column
levd
axial for<'<' in column
axial yield load of <·ross sed io11
horizon I al for<'<'
radiuc-; of gyrat io11 about major axis
flan ~;< • t hi <'~·.:rH •sc-;
\n·b t hi c kn< •ss
plasti<· s<•C'tion modulus about major axis
relative lat<·ml dPfleet ion of two <'olls<•eutiv<'
stories
joint d<·fiPction
axial ddormat ion
yi<·ld strain
distribution fact or of sh<·ar
statie yiPld stn•ss l<·v<·l

2. Experiment Design
Eaeh t<~st spe•einwn <~onsist<•d of on<~ or t.wo n~
straining he~ams wdde·d to a eolu m n a,.; shmvn in
Figure~ :3. The restrained column (low<'r half of
caeh eolumn in Fig.
in e~a<·h tPst specimen was
designed to represe~nt a r<"strainPd eolurnn in
c~ithc~r a windward, an intPrior, or a l<'<'Ward H\vay
suba,.;s<'mhlage [s<~<~ Fig. 1 (b)]. In ord<•r to provide
more or l<~ss n·alisti<' g<'omPtry, rotational restraint stiffrwss and eolumn sl<'JHi<'nH•ss ratios,
tJw te~st spe~einwns w<·n~ d<'sign<'d to r<'pr<·s<•nt
part of a orw-story assPml>lag<~ wit. It two 1!>-ft
baytl and a 10-ft story h<~ight. A <·olumn sknd<'~
netls ratio of approximate~ly .l() for all tltn·c~ spcei-

:-n
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mens was chosen to represent the maximum
slenderness ratio found in the middle and lower
stories of an unbraced frame. A \V8 X 40 section
was selected for all columns and a \Y12 X 22 section for all beams. The ratio of strong axis
moments of inertia for the sections is also typical
of that found in the middle and lower stories of
an unbraced frame. The dimensions of the three
specimens, RC-1, RC-2 and RC-3, are shown in
Figure3.
It is very difficult experimentally to provide a
rotational restraint at the free end of a restraining
beam, as required by sway subassemblage theory.
Therefore, it was decided to test restrained
columns with pin ended restraining beams (8).
In effect, these restrained column tests thus represent the tests of sway subassemblages after a
plastic hinge has formed at the far end of a restraining beam. The results of the restrained
column tests can be used to predict the experimental behavior of sway subassemblages with
realistic boundary conditions imposed.
In order to obtain considerable plastification of
the columns and to explore the effect of column
residual stresses on the experimental results, it
was decided to ut-Je a high value of the column
axial load ratio P / P 1,, where P is the applied
column load and P 1, the yield load. The axial
load ratio for each restrained column was arbitrarily chosen as 0.7. No attempt was made to
relate the experiment design to a set of probable
working loads, load factors and bent spacings for
a frame containing the assumed one-story assemblage mentioned before. An analysis of the
restrained columns indicated that the variation
in the axial load ratio for each restrained column
during testing would be insignificant. It was
therefore deeidPd that the vc•rti(•al column load
whieh was computed to give an axial load ratio
of 0.7 at the start of each test would be mamtained constant throughout the test.
The vertical beam loads were applied approximately at the quarter points in order to aceommodate the available gravity load simulators (9).
These loads were to he maintained constant and
at magnitude::; that would pnsure the formation
of plastie hingc't-> at the de::;in•d loeations as follows:
For speeimen 1{( '-1, a plastic hinge was <•xpeeted
to oceur in tlw restraining beam under the load
point nearest the eolumn, shown in Figure 4.
For H C-2, the first plastic hinge was expected to
occur in the restraining beam at the column face
with the second plastic hinge at the top of there-

15k

15k

/j.

~--_L_ _ _ _ _ _L __ __J~

j
•

Direction of Joint

Displacement,~.

During Testing

E•pected Plastic Hinge Locations

FIGUHE 4. Loadinl!; aud HXJW<"t<•d pla:-;ti<' hinge lcH'atiou,; for
ea.ch teHt ,;pe<'imen

strained eolumn. Tlw plastic hing<' in I{(·-:{ was
expcetecl to form at tlw top of the rPstrained
column. The constant YahH•s of Y<'ri ical eolmnn
and heam loads ar<' shown in Figur<' -1. Thes<'
value:-> were determined on thc> basis of the measured yield stress level of the materials.
Eaeh restrained column was designed to he displaced horizontally during tc·sting in t hP din·etion
shmvn in Figure 4. The primary lwhaYior to be
determined from each test was tlw rdationship
betwePn the rPsulting latNal foreP Q at H1e top
of the uppN column and the drift ~/2 at th<' top
of the restrai1wd column (joint). In t hP Z<'rosway position an initial Yalue of horizontal load
Q was n•quin•d to maintain equilibrium of the test
sp<•einwn. For sp<•einwn HC-1, (J was initiallY
-5.68 kips. For spf'cim<'n HC-:3, Q was initiall;·
+5.68 kips. DtH' to symnwtry of geonwtry and
loading, no initial horizontal load was rPquired
for HC-2.
3.

Mechanical and Cross-Section Properties

A numhN of eontrol tPsts W<'r<' p<•rform<'d on t }w
matPrials ut->ed for t IH' t pst spc•<·mu·ns. TlH·
purposP of tlws<' eontrol t<'sts was to d<'t<·rmin<•
the rna tc•rial properties and g<·omt't ry of t lw s<'!'tiont-J used.
3.1

Tensile Coupon Tests

AST~I A:36 rolled stcd was used for all test
specimens. The ehemieal eomposition and mill
test results, as furnished by the manufaeturer,
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Chemical Composition and Mill Tests Results

TABLE I.

111echanical Property
T ensile
Strength
(ksi)

Elongation
(8 in.)

S ection

c

Mn

p

s

Yield
Point
(ksi)

Wl 2X22

0.18

0.63

0.010

0 .036

47 . 3

67.5

29.5

W8X40

0.20

0.56

0.014

0.034

51.0

68.4

22.9

Chemical Composition ( % )

are given in Table I. Nine t ensile coupons, five
from the flanges and four from the web, were
tested from the vV12 X 22 beam section. For
the vV8 X 40 column section, eight t ension tests,
(five from flanges and three from web) were performed. The average of the flange and web
static yield stress levels for each section are given
in Table II, along with the ultimate stress attained and the percent elongations.
TABLE II.

Summary of Tension Tests

WI:2 X22
WSX 40

3.2

Static
Y ield
Stress
(ksi )

Vitimate
Stress
(ksi)

Elongation
(8 in.)

Web

38.5

62.7

29.0

Flange

33.6

59 .5

30. 3

Web

33.3

61.0

30.2

Flange

32.2

60.7

31.0

(o/o )

(% )

The average r esidual str ess at the flange tips was
7.5 ksi or 0.23crv. The r esidual stress distribution
obtained was typical for a cross-section which is
cold-straightened by gagging.
3.3

Stub Column Test

One stub column test was p erformed on the
vV8 X 40 section to det ermine the axial yield load,

T'he load-deformation relationship obtained
in the test is given in Figure 6. The value of Pv
obtained from the stub column t est was about 370
kips, which resulted in an average static yield
stress of 32.1 k si. The value of P v calculated
from the measured cross-sectional area of the
section (Article 3.4) and the yield str ess levels of
the flanges and web as shown in Table II was 367
kips. 'rhc two values of Pv are in v ery good agreem ent. For all the theoretical computations, the
calculated value of Pv (367 kips) was used.

P v.

Residual Stress Measurement

One residual strain m easurement was performed
on the vV8 X 40 section used for the columns of the
test specimens. The residual stresses were determined by the m ethod of sectioning. The
calcu lated residual stresses are shown in Figure 5.

p

p
(kips)

200
10"

COMPRESSIOII.

100

9. 12

@·
t

8.7110:

p
0

0 .05

0 .10

0.15

KSI

8

( in.)

5
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FIGURE 6.

Load deformation curve from s t ub column test

Dynamometer

wax 40

Loading Beam

Roller Guide
Rol ler

Spreader Beam
9 . 11
COMPRESSION

FIGURE .').

Residual stress dis t ribution

7. Schematic sketch of test setup for tes t specimens
FIGURE
R C-1 and RC-3
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Average Section Properties

TABLE Ill.

d

b

w
(in.)

f x

Z :c

(in . )

t
(in.)

A

(in.)

(1:n.2)

(in. 4 )

(1'n.a)

llf p
(kip-in.)

Handbook

12.31

4 .03

0.424

0.260

6.47

156

2!) .3

1060*

-

Meas ured

12.35

4.04

0 . 412

0.266

6.41

153. J

28 .8

1020

-

Handbook

8.25

8 .08

0 .558

0.365

11 .8

146

39.8

14:3.5*

Meas ured

8.28

8.09

0. 536

0. 366

11 .32

141 .8

38.4

1240

S ection

W 12X22

W 8X40

Pu
(kips)

42:~·

:367

* Ywld stress tak en a s 36 k s1.
b

y

3.4

Cross-Section Measurement

The cross-section dimen sions of each sha pe wer e
m easured at v ariou s location s alon g t he len gth
of each beam a nd column u sing micr om eter s and
caliper s. M easurem ents of web t hickness were
t ak en only at the cut ends of each length. The
average m easured section al propert ies are giv en
in 'r a ble III, and compar ed with t he corresponding
ha ndbook v alues. There w ere no large differ ences
b etween the m easured and ha ndbook prop er t ies.
The m easured values were u sed to d et ermine t h e
area, A, the moment inertia, I x, a nd t he plastic
section modulus, Z x, for ea ch shap e. The calculat ed plastic moment cap acit ies of t he vV12 X 22
a nd vV8 X 40 sections were 1020 a nd 1240 k-i n .,
resp ectively. This compar es with the nominal

valu es of 1060 and 1435 k -in. , based on ha ndbook
properties.
4.

Test Setup and Procedure

4.1

General

Two different types of test setups were used,
one for tests R C-1 and R C-3, and the other for
t est RC-2. Overall views of the test setups for
RC-1 and RC-3 are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
Simila rly, Figures 9 and 10 show the test set-up for
t est RC-2.
I n the t est s, the top and the bottom end s of the
columns were hinged . Figure 11 shows a typical
view of the column hinge and hinge support detail
used in the tests . A large roller bearing was u sed
to ensure that there would be no bending moments
at the ends of the columns .
The restraining beam s were full y weld ed to the
column flanges at one end using standard welding
procedures. The other end of each beam was
supported by rollers positioned on either side of
the beam . The rollers were free to rotate on large
Dynam ometer
-

LoadinQ Beam

Gravity-Load
Simu loter

F I GURE 8.
andRC-3

Overall view of test setup for test specimens RC- 1

FIGURE 9.
RC-2
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FIGURE 10.

Overall view of test setup for test specimen RC-2
FIGURE 12.

roller bearings mounted on a shaft welded perpendicular to the web of the beam. Each roller was
free to move horizontally in a roller guide which
provided vertical support and alignment of the end
of the beam. Schematic views of the rollers and
roller guides are shown in Figures 7 and 9. Figure
12 shows a typical end view of a beam together
with the rollers and the roller guides. By using
this beam support system, the end of a restraining
beam could be moved horizontally without restraint, while maintaining the same span length,
regardless of the horizontal deflection of the
column.
Planar motion of each test specimen under load
was ensured by means of lateral bracing perpendicular to the plane of the test specimen as shown
in Figure 13 (9). The bracing system used prevented lateral and torsional movement of the
beam but did not offer restraint to inplane deformation. The braces were placed at the locations recommended for use in plastic design (10).

FIGURE 11.
24

Column hinge and hinge support deta.il

Rollers and roller guides at exterior end of beam

Five braces were used for each beam as shown in
the figure. The columns were braced using the
same type of bracing members. They were
located at the level of the restraining beam and at
each column top. All braces were in turn attached to an independent supporting frame.
4.2

Load Application

The column axial loads were applied to the tops
of the columns through a beam which was connected to the tension jacks of four gravity load
simulators (9). The gravity load simulators were
symmetrically placed in pairs on either side of a
column as shown in Figure 14. Thus the applied
column loads remained vertical throughout each
test. In order to transmit the large loads from
the tension jacks to the column top, a substantial
loading beam was fabricated. The loading beam
was mounted on the column hinge and hinge support assemblage at the top of a column. Weak
axis bending was eliminated by aligning the loading
beam to ensure axial distribution of the load.

FIGURE 13.

Lateral bracing system for the restraining

besni

Four tension rods were u sed to connect the t ension
jacks of the simulators to the loading beam and
were calibrated to d etermine t he load from each
jack. The four calibrated rods are also shown in
Figure 14 . A common hy dra ulic line was conn ected to each of the four t en sion jacks to maintain as n early as possible the same load on each
jack.
V erticalloads were applied approximately at the
quarter points of each restr aining beam through
a spreader beam which was attached at its midpoint to the t en sion jack of a gravity load simulator
as shown in Figure 13. D y namomet ers were u sed
to connect the spread er beam to the t est sp ecimen
and also to m easure the applied loads. In test
RC-2, the tension jacks of two simulators which
were u sed to apply the v ertical beam loads were
connect ed to a common hydraulic line.
The horizontal displacem ent of the column top
was controlled by a scr ew jack mounted horizontally as shown in Figure 15. The jack was pin
connected to the column top through a dynamometer to m easure the horizontal load applied
by the jack. The jack was also pin connected
to an indep endent supporting frame.

FIGURE 15.
tops

H orizontal screw jack used to displace column

4.3

Instrumentati on

The instrumentat ion used for each test setup
was d esigned to obtain stra in data which could
be u sed to monitor the applied loads, to d etermine
over all d eformations and to calculate tbe internal
stress resultants in each test specimen. Stra ins
in the beam s and columns were m easured u sing
SR-4 electrical resistan ce strain gages. Four
strain gages were u sed at each instr umented crosssection so that the axial face and bending moment
at t he cross-section could be calculated . Four
cross-sections were gaged on each column and six
cross-section s were gaged on each beam as shown
in Figure 16.

Strain Gooe
Locot•ons on

Column

Scale for
Hor izontal

OISpkx:ement

(a) RC-1 and RC-3

0-1
-

I

40~2· 40~i

I ·1

I

13

0

I
13

I
0

(b) RC - 2

FIGURE 14.
column top

Loading beam used to apply v ertical load to

FIGURE 16.
specimen
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ensure that it was plumb. Each restraining beam
was also aligned with a plumb line and a carpenter's level to ensure that it was in the correction
position. The roller guides at the exterior end
of each beam were also aligned so that they were
parallel to the beam and horizontal. After all
alignment was complete each beam was welded
to the column. Then all lateral braces were
attached.
After setting up each test specimen, it was necessary to adjust the loading beam at the column
top to eliminate the eccentricity of the axial load.
Using standard stub-column test procedures strain
readings were taken at sev eral load levels. Based
on the strain readings which were obtained, the
position of the loading beam was adjusted to reduce the eccentricity of load. T he tests did not
proceed until the column load was applied with
negligible eccentricity .
4.5

Test Procedure

At the start of each test, one half of the design
column load and the design beam loads were
simultaneously applied. The column load was
then gradually increased to its full load while the
beam loads were held constant. The resulting
column and beam loads were maintained constant
throughout each test. Before beginning ea ch
test, but after all vertical loads had been applied,
the restrained column was plumbed by making a
small in-plane displacem ent of the column top
in order to reduce the d eflection D./ 2 at the center
of the joint to zero. The lateral load at the
column top r equired to maintain the test frame
in this position was then r ecorded. This lateral
load in addition to the vertical column and b eam
loads previously applied were as the initial t est
loads corresponding to zero drift of the restrained
column. From this initial point the drift D./ 2
of the joint was incremented using the horizontal
jack at the column top. In t est R C-1, the drift of
the joint was incremented in approximately 0.1in. intervals. Approximately 0.05-in. increm ents
wer e u sed for RC-2 and R C-3. R eadings of all
the strain gages, d y na m om eters and rot ation a nd
deflection gages wer e recorded after ea ch increm ent of displacement. VVh en inelastic action
was evident in the t est sp ecimen, all r eadings w ere
t a k en after approximat ely a 10- to 15-min wait ing
p eriod in order t o allow t he yielding process to
stop a nd the sp ecimen to com e t o static equilibnum.
U sing the scr ew jack a t the t op of t he column
monotonically incr easing drift D./ 2, was applied

237.5k (236.9)
'--4.96k(5.68)

FIGU RE 18.
posit io n

Loads on test s pecimen RC- 1 at zero-swayed

to ea ch restrained column unt il t he joint displacement exceeded tha t corresponding to the
stability limit load. This meant tha t for R C-1,
the initial lateral load at the column t op d ecrea sed
at first with increasing lateral drift a nd then increased after the st a bilit y limit load was reached.
For R C-2 and R C-3, t he initial la t eral load increased at first a nd t hen d ecreased following t he
stability limit load.
5.

Test Results
5.1

Initial Moments

I ' he t heoretically calculat ed loads ·whi ch were to
be a pplied t o each specimen at t he sta rt of eac h
test are shown in Figure 4 . HO\,.·cver, the load s
actually applied corresponding to zero-sway position were slightly different from t he theoretical
ones in t est s RC-1 and R C-3. The load s a pplied
to R C-1 and R C-3 are shown in F igures 18 a nd 19,
respectively . The numbers in par ent heses correspond to the theoretical values. The differences
in the horizontal load s r esulted from init ia l imp erfection of the columns a nd t he sm all misalignm en ts during the test setups. In t he presen ce of
high a xial loads in t hese t ests, a slight imperfection
or misalignmen t of a column resul ts in a considera ble cha nge in t he horizontal load. The differen ces in column axial load s were due to t he sm a ll
variation in oil pressure of t he hydraulic jacks of
gravity load simulators during t he tests.
227.3k ( 236.9)
5.52k(5.68)--'

FIGURE 19 .
p osit io n
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FIGUHE 20. ~Ioment. diagram for test specimen RC-1 at zeroswayed position

527

---TheOry
--Experim ent

Tlw bending moment diagram s (plotted on tent-:ion ~ides of members ) for three te:-;t specimen s in
the· zero sway position are shown in Figures 20, 21
and 22. In the figures the dotted lines indicate
tlw theoreti<"al momcmt diagram s determin ed from
the loads a('tually applied. The solid lines indicate
the monwnt diagrams compute d from measure d
~trains.
The diffprenc es between the th<~oretical
and <"omputPd moment diagram s are fairly signifieant for spe<"imem; H C-1 and HC-2. The rather
largP diffPn~rwe be•tween moment diagram s can
arisP from: ( 1) loads acting through initial imperfectio ns in a spe~cimen, (2) \Velding residual moments, (:{) dastie ~hortening of the restraine d
column under axial loads, and (4) mom(mt s due
to <'('l'<'ntrieities of tlw column axial load with
resp<'<'t to the column eenterlin P.
The analysis of the experim ental data from test
HC-1 indicated that there was a restraint coming
from the roller guides at the exterior end of tlw
beam. About ~0% of the horizont al load in the
zcnHm·a yPd po:-;ition was being resisted in the
roller guid('S. Therefor e an importa nt source for
the• large· discrepa ncy between the moment diagrams for spe<·imcn RC-1 was the effect of the restraint in tlw roller guid<~H. Tlw rPRtraint resulted from a small misalign ment of the roll(~r
gnidcs. In tests H C-2 and H C-:), this restraint
was reduced <'OnHidcrably by aligning the roller
gnides mueh more earefully .
681
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FH; Ul{E 21. :\I
~ oment diagram for test .~pceimen HC-:3 at
zero-swaye d po;;i tion
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FIGUHE 22. ~Ioment diagram for te;;t spP<"imen
post ion

;~ern-swayed

5.2

HC-2 at

Experime ntal Behavior

The experim ental h<' ha vi or of tlw thn'<' tm;;t
specime n
now I><' pr<'s<·nte•d and diseu:-;sed with
referenc e to Figures 2:)->W. Theoreti cal <·ompari sons and detaikd analysi:-; of tP:->t n·::.;ult~ i:-; discussed in Chapter 6.
In each figure the load points c-orrespo nding to
applying the initial inc-reme nts of column axial
load P and b<•am load::.; are not Hhown. Tlw indentifyin g load numbers for Paeh increme nt of tlw
horizont al joint ddl<~dion ~/2 an' t-:hown on each
experim ental curv<' as the t-:olid lirw in tlw figures.
'l'lw theor<~tieal predic-ti ons an' shown hy tJw
dashed enrves.
All the plotted points on tlH' <·.nrv<'H reprPsen t
statie equilibri um position::.; of the' sp<~{'imen.
After passing the elasti<~ range, tlw redistrib ution
of strains in the regions loaded above the yidd
point wa::.; relativcl v slow. '.L'his n·distril mtion of
strains resulted in inercase s in horizont al joint
deflection:-; and a d<~ereas<~ in tlw horizont al jaek
load from the conditio n imnwdi akly after inncmenting tJw joint ddl<~d ion. The stabiliza tion
of the horizont al load rnonitorP d from thP load
cdl at the top of tlw <~olumn was us<'d to indicate
when the n~distrihution of ~train~ had <'~~entially
halted and statie equilibr ium had been attained .
5.2.1 Restrain ed Column The experim ental
horizont al-load vs. drift eurvc for test specime n
RC-1 is shown in Figure~ 2:). In th(' figur<', the
nondimc nsionaliz ed horizont al load, Qh/2!1[/)r and
drift ~/h are IIS(~d, wlwre llf,r i::.; tlw rPduced
eolumn plastie moment in the prc~<'lH'<' of axial
load and hand Ll ar<~ shown in Uw figun•.
In the zero-drif t position, a f<~w yiPid !inC's wN<'
present in both flanges of the <'olumn and distrihut(~d through out the~ le·ngt.h. This wa~ due
to high axial load ratio used (P 1P,, = 0. 7) and the
magnitu de of residual stress(~S in the flanges (Fig.

,,-ill
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FIGURE 23.

Load deflection curve for test. specimen RC-1

5). However, there was no yielding observed in
the beam. As previously shown in Figure 18, the
initial value of Q was -4.96 kips. As the column
top deflection was incremented in the direction
of Q as slown in Figure 2~~, the absolute value of
Q initiall~· decreased.
At Load No. 4 in Figure 23, the top flange of
the beam at the two load points started to yield.
As the sway deflection increased, yielding was
observed in both flanges. At Load No. 6, the
web started to yield under the east load point
where a plastic hinge was expected to form. At
Load No. 8, the web yielding at the east load
point had propagated to the center and the web
at the west load point started to yi<'ld.
At Load No. 11 there were indications of lateral
buckling of tlw beam, and at Load No. 12 definite
lateral buckling waH observed of the eomprcHsion
flange midway lwtwPen the west load point and
the center of the beam. Following Load No. 12
the horizontal load increased rapidly (in the direction opposite to the joint dcflection) as the lateral buckling progressed. The observed lateral
buckling was attributed to tlw movem<•nt of a
brace near the buckled region, whieh might havc
been the result of Hlippag<' of the brace. At Load
No. 14, the t<'Ht waH <·onclud<~d and the spc<"inwn
WaH then subjected to cyclic loading.
}i'igure 24 shows the ddiceted shape of test spc<'imcn HC-1 at a number of drift increments (the
numbers on the shapes correspond to the load

Deflect.ions of test c;peeimcn BC-1

numbers in Fig. 23). Due to the cffc<'ts of the
extensive yielding of the beam in tiH· r<'gion hctween two load points, a relativ<>ly larg<' d<'fl<'etion
of the beam was observcd. The horizontal d<'flection of the column top was about twi<'<' that
of the joint at each stage, as <'Xpect<><l.
Figure 25 showA the variation in tlw axial load
ratio of tPst :->p<>eimPn H C-1. Th<>r<• w<>r<' no
significant changc>H from t!H• t hPor<>i i<·ally assumed vahw of P / P 1, = 0. 7.
The deformed sp<'<'imcn aftPr t!H• <·ompiPt ion of
cyclic testing i:-; HlJOwn in Figur<' 2(i. ThP S<'V<'r<'
deformation and yic>lding on t hP hPa m and th<>
column shown in thP figtm• <'an hP part iall~· attributc>d to thc <'y<·li<' tc>st. Howcv<'r, similar
deformation app<'ared hut to a l<>HH<'r <>xtent during
the test reported herein.
5.2.2 Restrained Column The nondimensionalized horizontal-load vs. drift <·urvc obtained
from the test is given in Figure 27. Bc><'ause of
the symmetry of the sp<><'imPn aml its vPrti<'a 1
loads, there was no initial horizontal fon·<· in t h<'
zero sway position (Q = 0, D./h = 0).
As in te:->t H C'-1, <'Ompression yidd Ii1ws W<'r<'
obsc>rv<>d on t.lw flang<> tips oft lw !'olumn and wcrc
H<"att<>n•d throughout th<' lPngt h in t hP z<•ro-drift
position. At Load No. + S<'Y<'r<' ~-idding was ohsc>rved in tlw flang<'s of th<> w<•st h<>am adja<"Pnt
to the <"olumn, wlH'r<' tlH• fin.;t plasti<· hinge> was
<•xpe<"ted to form. At Load :X o. 5 t lw yiP! ding
had progressed to the insid<> fa<'<' of flanges hut
there wa:-> no appar<>nt yidcling on tlw W<' h. Frorn
Load No. 6 the yidding of tlw west lwam 1war the
0.8

P;Py =0.7
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o- -o- - - o - - -

0.6
AXIAL LOAD
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0.4
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Variation in axinlload ratio in t.e;;t. ;;pc<"imen HC-1
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FIGURE 27.

FIGURE 26.

Deformed specimen after cyclic testing RC-1

joint progressed rather slowly as the drift increased. Up to Load No. 10, there was no pronounced indication of the formation of a plastic
hinge in the west beam. At Load No. 11 the
yielding had penetrated into the web of the beam.
A significant amount of yielding was also observed
in the west flange of the column just below the
joint. At Load No. 13 the maximum horizontal
load of 4.45 kips was attained. On further incrementing the deflection, the horizontal load
started to drop rather slowly. At Load No. 16
the test was terminated.
The deflected shape of the beams and columns
is plotted in Figure 28. The increase in column

-toN.>
A
h

Load deflection curve for test specimen RC-2

deflection was almost linear in the elastic range
However, as the moment at the top of the re
strained column approached its reduced plasti
moment value and considerable plastification o
the column occurred in that region, a slight "kink'
developed in the yielded zone and nonlinear de
flections were then obtained. The column de
flection below the joint was then observed to in
crease with the increasing rate while the rate o
deflection of the column above the joint reduced
This behavior is to be expected and is a conse
quence of the column hinge action.
Figure 29 shows the variation in axial load ratic
in the restrained column during the test. Th
applied axial load ratios were slightly on the higl
side.
The measured rotations near the joint wer'
plotted for each load number in Figure 30. Th
locations of the rotation gages are as shown i1
Figure 30. The numbers on the plots corresponc
to the load numbers in Figure 27. Except fo
the irregular rotation measured at Location 4
-l.oodNo.4
---l.ood No.5
---l.ood No. 10
----l.ood No. 13

L.
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I
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FIGURE 28.

Deflections of test specimen RC-2
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Variation in axial load r a tio in test specimen RC-2

FIGURE 29.

the curves confirm the previously described behavior of the sp ecimen n ear the joint. Comparing the rotations at Locations 1 and 2, the
differ ence in magnitudes becomes significant as
the drift increases, due to the effect s of the gradual
plastification of the restrained column and the
subsequent plastic hinge formation. Similar behavior is also observed in the rotations at Locations 3 and 4.
The sp ecimen after cyclic testing is shown in
Figure 31. The yielding of the restr ained column
has been amplified by the cyclic tests. It can be
seen that ther e was little yielding of the beam s.
5.2.3 Restrained Column RC-3 The nondimensionalized horizontal-load vs. drift curve
for test sp ecimen RC-3 is shown in Figure 32.
'I'he initial horizontal load at the zero-drift position was 5.52 kips and in the sam e direction as t he
imposed sway d eflection. As in the previous
t est s, at zero drift compression yield lines developed in the flange tips of the column. At Load
No. 2, the sever e yielding progressed in the west
flanges of the r estrained column and throughout
the length. At Load No. 3, the yielding pen etrated into the web of the column, r esulting in an
exten sive yielding of the west half of the restrained column near the connection.

FIGURE 3 1.

D eformed specimen after cyclic testing R C-2

On further loading the frame continued to deflect under the almost constant horizontal load.
From Load No. 6 the horizontal load dropped
slowly . At Load No. 8, the t est was t erminated .
The deflected shape of sp ecimen R C-3 is shown
in Figure 33. The nature of the column deformation was similar to that of R C-2. The
kink near the top of t he r estraining column was
even more distinct in t his case. As the drift was
increased after the forma tion of t he column
plastic hinge, the hinge a ction was so marked
that there was almost no relative increase in deflection between the joint and the t op of the
column. N early all the deformations resulted
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Rotations near joint in test specimen RC-2

FIGURE 32.
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Load deflection curve for t est sp ecimen RC-3
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Deflections of tes t specimen RC-3
Location #1

from the drift increm ent were concentrated in the
plastic hinge region.
The variation in axial load during the test is
plotted in Figure 34. The variation was rather
cattered, compared with RC-1 and RC-2. However, the magnitude was not appreciably different
from the theoretically assumed value of 0. 7.
Figure 35 shows the m easured rotations near
the connection. The locations of the m easuring
gages are given in the figure.
The deformed specimen after cyclic testing is
shown in Figure 36. The lateral buckling of the
beam shown in the figure occurred during the
cyclic loading. There was no indication of the
lateral buckling during the test reported herein.
6.

Theoretical Analysis and Discussion
6.1

Theoretical Prediction
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F I GURE 34.

FIGURE 35.

Rotations near joint in test specimen RC-3

column centerline and the roller support was used.
Since a beam is able to form a plastic hinge adjacent to the face of a column, the effective length
of the beam is assumed to be the clear span length.
In calculating the theoretical predi ction curves,
an axial load ratio of P / P v = 0. 70 was u sed. In
addition the m easured yield str ess lev els of the
steel were u sed. For r esidual stress distribution,
the standard r esidual stress pattern was u sed (10) .
6.2

The theoretical horizontal-load v s. drift curves
for each of the restrained columns can be gen erated
from restrained column theory (7) and sway suba.s emblage theory (1) . The theoretical predictlOn curves for the three restrained columns are
shown as the dashed lines in Figures 23, 27 and 32.
In the theoretical calculations, the column
height was taken as the total distance between the
pinned ends, which resulted in a strong axis slend erness ratio h / rx of 34. The clear span of each
beam (column face to roller support) was u sed in
a.ll calculations except when calculating the initial (zero-swa~) bending moments in the t est specim ens. In th1s case, the distance between the
o .8

HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION AT JOINT (IN .)

Variation in axial load ratio in test specimen RC-3

Comparative Behavior

6.2.1 Restrained Column RC-1 The difference between the theoretical and experimental
values of Qh/ 2Mvc in Figure 23 in the zero-drift
position can likely b e attributed to the misalignm ent of the roller s a s discu ssed in C hapter 5, as
well as the initial out of straightness of the column.
The horizontal force exerted b y the rollers was
observed to b e present up to about Load No. 2
which could account for the marked differ en ce in
slope between the theoretical and experimental
curves in that r egion. B eyond Load No. 2 it was
apparent that the roller s h a d aligned themselves
so that little or no horizontal force was being taken
by the rollers. Consequently the slopes of the
theoretical and predict ed curves in Figure 23 between Load Nos. 2 and 4 (first yielding) are more
n early the same.
Ther efore, the apparent increased stiffness of
test sp ecimen R C-1 as shown in Figure 23 can be
attributed m ainly to the small friction developed
in the roller supports due to the observed initial
mis~lignment. It can b e appreciated from observmg the small values of horizontal load Q requir~d to cause drift that very little friction was
r eqmred to substantially alter the exp erimental
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center of the joint and und er the load p oint clos st
to the column. In the figure, llf, and Jl f L arc t he
bending m om ents at the joint as calculated from
the m easured strains in t he columns above an d below the joint, respectively . M 1 is the bending
moment under the load point as calculated from
the m easured beam strains. M B is the bending
moment at the joint computed from the m easured
beam strains. M B is to be compared with the
curve showing - (M u + JJ1L) .
Although first yielding of the beam was calculated to occur at Load No. 7 (Fig. 37), it occurred
as early as Load No . 4 (Fig. 23 ) . This was probably du e to welding residual stresses at the loa d
point. It can be observed from Figure 37 that the
gradual plastification of the beam under the load
point after first yielding would have the eff ect of
decreasing the lateral stiffness of t he test specimen,
thus increasing lateral defl ection and P Ll effects.
As a result, for test pecimen RC-1 the applied
lateral load for a particul a r valu e of lateral defl ection would he expected to be greater t ha n predictions based on clastic-plastic beam behavior. Although Figure 37 indicates t hat 111 P of the beam
was not quite r eached, som e experimental error
should be exp ected as indicated by the difference
in calculated joint m oments [Jif B vs. - (JI.f u +
lvi L) ]. It was obser ved during the test that a

- - - - ~~~-~ -- - - - 12

FIGURE 36.

Deformed specimen a fter cyclic testing RC-3

behavior. The small lateral forc e r equirem ents,
of course, are a r esult of the very high level of axial
column load.
Theor etically the later al load Q for test sp ecim en RC-1 is exp ected to decrease almost linearly
until a plastic hinge forms under the load point
nearest the column which results in the failure
m echanism for the specimen. As shown in Figure
23, the lateral load was nearly constant between
Load Nos. 6 and 10. The difference between the
exp erimental and theoretical results can be explained by considering the gradual yielding process
in the v icinity of the plastic hinge location. Figure 37 shows the experimental variation in the
bending moments in test sp ecimen RC-1 at the

Mt
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Variation in moment in test specimen RC-1
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plast it· hingt• had devdopt~d in the beam und<'r the
load point at Load No. 10. As previous ly dist·usst'd in ( 'haptt•r G, tlw beam began to t•xhibit
Ia t t'ral hu<'kling of the compres:-;ion flange betw<~cn
t /[(' two load points.
This was observed to begin
aftN Load Xo. 10, with ddinite lat<·ral hut'kling
at Load Nos. 11 and 12.
Figure :)S shows t lw strain distribut ion in tlw
beam flange;.; at tlw strain gage loeation nearest
the <'t•nt <'r of the laterally buckled region. The
Itumht·r:,; in th<· figure eorrespo nd to the load num\)(•r:-; in Figure 2:3. It <'an he seen that tlw first
indi('atio n of latt•ral hul'kling was at Load No. 11
and t ht•rt· was a definite' lateral bu<'kling at Load
::\ o. 12. ~inr·t• t hr· strain gag<~ lo<'ation wa;.; ahout
1 I in. awa~· from t lH• r·r•nter of tlw laterally hut'klt~d
region, t ![(':-;trains shown in Figure :m will hr~ som<•\dwt :->mailer than the maximum strains in the
lwam dtt<' to latt·ral lmckliug . From Figures ;)7
and :~x it is t•Yident that in tlw \·ieinity of Load
.::\ o:->. 10 and 11 a plastie hinge had almost dtwelopt•d in the beam und('r the load point nearest the
eo! umn, w hi<' h i:-; in fairly good agreeme nt with
oh:-;r·n·t'd hPha\·ior . In addition latt•ral buckling
oft hr· h<'am wa:-; \n•ll devl'lop< 'd, at lPast after Load
.::\ o. 11. "\:-; a r<'sult, addition al beam restraint
wa:-; no longer a vail a hit• to the n •strai ned column
follm\ i~lg Load ::\o:-;. 10 and 11. Thr• subsr·qu ent
unloadlll g of t !Jt · n•:-;t raint•d r·olumn could tlwrd ore
lw <'XP<'t'tt•d and i:-; c<mfirnw d by Figure 2:~. Sinee
no :-;tra~n-hardening occurred in the beam following
unloadm g ( t•xecpt that assoeiate d with lateral

buckling ), the unloadin g slope of the restraine d
column curve t'ould be expected to agre<~ closely
with theoretic al predictio ns a:-; shmvn in Figure 2:::1.
In conclusio n, consider ing the difficulti es with
the initial alignmen t of the rollers and the initial
lateral friction force which was develope d at the
start of the test of specimen RC-1, the experimental and theoretic al behavior s of this restraine d
column are in fairly good agn~ement.
6.2.2 Restrain ed Column RC-2 Figure 27
shows the experim ental load-dri ft curve and the
theoretic ally predicte d curves for test ;.;peeimcn
HC-2. In the theor<'tic al calculati ons, two different analyses were made. In analysis 1, tlw beam
plastic hinge is assumed to form at the face of the
column. In analysis 2, the beam plastie hinge
is assumed to form away from tlw column fac<', at
a distance equal to the beam depth (11, 12).
The predictio n based on analysis 1 indicate d that
the first plastic hinge form;.; in the beam (Fig. 4).
The second plastic hinge occurs at tlw top of the
restraine d column following an instabili ty failun~
of th<; restraine d column at a lateral load of 4.25
kips (Qh/2ilfv c = 0 ..58). Th!' th!'or!'tit 'al prediction based on analysi:-; 2 indi<'att' s that the first and
only plastit· bing<' ocr·urs at t.IH' top of the restrained column at a maximu m lateral load of 4.GO
kips (Qh/2Mw = ().():3).
As shown in Figun• 27, Uw initial hl'havior of test
spl'cimen HC-2 was almost lin<~ar and followed
very closely tlw predicte d r·urv<~s. Theordie aJly,
th<~ load-defl ection curve should start at the origin
(Qh/2M vc = 0, tl/h = 0). I Iow!'ver, tht•re was
a small initial deflc<'tio n with z<·ro lateral load at
the start of the test. Thi:-; <·an ht~ attrihutl 'd to the
errors ot·t·nrn·d during alignnwn t.
As pn~viously stated, a <'<'ord i ng to a naly:-;is 1,
tlw first pla:-;tie hing<' should form in til<' IH'am at
ttw column far·<• with a !torizont al joint dt'fl<'<'tion
of about 0.:);) in. In thr· t<·st., at Load No. S \vlwr<~
rwarly th<· sanw ddlt•t·tio n was attainl'd , the moment in the !warn at t ht• column fat·<· wa:-; <'onsiderahly h<~low the plastic rnonwut . Thi:-; moment is
plotted in Figme :3u a:-; J1 r· In Figur<' :30, mom<'nts ill n ill n and 111 1" W<'rt~ t·alculate d from meaHIIrcd strains in tlw h<'am and th<' t'olumn as described hdon•. At Load :!\' 0 . 11 t ht' momt•nt ill r
<'Xct•t•dt~d t!H• tht•ordi< 'al plasti<' monwnt t'apacity
whieh was in good agn•r•nw nt. with visual ohs<'rvation, sine<; it was ohsr•rv<'d that vi<·lding lmd pcn<'trated the web of tlw ht•am tH'a~ th<~ t·olumn face.
After rcat·hing tJw Uwort'tit 'al pla:-;tit· mom<'nt , the
moment at the <·olmnn fac<~ was c<mtimw d to in-
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cn•a:o;e, but at a smaller rate. This in('rcase ean lw
attributed to the effeet:-; of tlw con:-;traint from the
connection and the f-ltrain-harde ning at the yielded
region. It is apparent from Figure :39 that a
plastic hinge at the top of the restrained column
was obtained at Load No. 14. This was abo observed during the test. This resulted in the attainment of the eollaps<' mechanism as:mnwd
in analysis 1. The experimenta l behavior as
shown in Figure 27 is in fairly good agreement with
the predicted results based on analysis 1.
Theoretically , the horizontal deflection of the
column if-1 assumed to increase linearly along the
column length. In the test, this behavior was observed in the elastic range. Hmn~ver, a::-; yielding
of the restrained column progressed and localized
curvature change of the yielded zonP occurred, the
increase in eolumn defleetion became nonlinear
and a kink developed in the yield<~d region just
below the joint. The kink became mon• distinf'tivc with the formation of the column plastic
hinge. As a result, the relative change in deflcf'tion along the uppc•r column was <·onsidPrahly
smaller than that of the restrained column. The
P ~ moment coming from the upper columu he('ame !Pss than the th<·oretic·ally a:-;sunwd Yal\1(·.
Thi:c; diffen•nee in P .6. rnom<·nt could lw a :-:nun·<· of
the diRcrcpaney between tlw predicted and the
experimental eurvef-1 near the in:-:tahility limit load
and in the suhseqw·nt unloading; C'lllTPR, "·hen·
the <'Xperinwnta l curve remain highpr than the
predicted <·urv<· as :c;hown in Figure 27.
During tlw unloading part of the test, tlw specimen exhibited somc•what greater stiff1w:-:s than
Thi:-; conld lH· attrillllt('(l to the followprcdictc~d.
ing somee:-;: (1) tlw d'fed of joint :-;tiffn<•:-;:-;, (2)
the smaller
tlw died of :-;train-harde nillg, and
P ~ monwnt <·oming from the npper <·olumn than
that tlworetic·ally as:-;unw(l. The inflnen<·e of
theH<' effect:-; w hi(' h re:-;ul t in <·onRervati n• lwha vi or
ean b<~ observed from the following analysiR of t lw
tPst data, when• an attempt waf-lmade to eliminate
:-;train-harden ing; from the test resnlt:-;. For Load
Nos. 14, 15 aud 1G, the lateral load:-: Q ('OIT<':-:ponding to the• measured column monwnb ahoYe J/,,
wc·n· comput<·d and :-;ubtracted from the c•xperimc·ntally obtained value:-; of Q. Th<· result:-: ar<'
shown in Figure -H) 1l.Y the solid circles. The· modifi<•d test cun·<· is <·ompared with t \YO t !word iC'al
curve:-; based on analy:-;i:-; 1, u :-;ing; two diff<·n·nt
eol umn slendern<•s:-; ratio:-;; one with the di:-;t all<'<'
between pinned em.ls a:-; the column length and the
other \vi th th<~ distance lwtwcen pinned ends lcs:-:

MOMENT
(KIP-IN)

HORIZONTAL

DEFLECTION AT JOINT (IN)

the• lc•ugt h of i h<· I'Oil!H'I'i ion. TIH· <·xpNinH•Jit :tl
n•:-;ttlis do:-:dy agn·<· with anal_\·:-:i:-: I, :tR.'-'ttllling that
the total <'olumn l<·ngth i:-; till' di.'-'taJH'<' 11!'1\\1'1'11
pin1wd <'nd:-:. A :-:imilar n·:-:ttlt wa.'-' found hy ( ·. 1\:.
Yu and rcportc•d in Hd. l>L
6.2.3 Restrained Column RC-3 Figun· :)~
:coho\\':-: the experim<"ll1 a 1 load -df'fl<'<'f io 11 1·u n·1 · :til d
tlH• th<'or<'li<"all~· pr<'dict<·d l'ttn·c·:-: for 1<·:-;1 RfH'C'imen H('-:L Th<· :-:mall diff<'r<'lll'<' lll't\\-1'1'11 11H·
theor<'ii('al and <'xrwrim<·ntal Yalu,·s of (jh '2.ll"'
in the• zc•ro-s\Yay<'d po:-;ition <':Ill lw at1 rihu1<·d io :1
:-:mall mi:-;alignnwnt during tlH· t1·:-:t :-;<·t tip and <1tt1
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Var iatio n in mom ent in test spec
ime n RC-:3

of stra igh tm• ss of the me mb ers
. At zer o-s wa y the
t }l(' on• tica l late ral loa d at the
eol um n top is 5.6 8
kip s (Qh /2M vc = 0.7 8) wh ile
the loa d app lied in
tlw tt•st. was 5..')2 kip s (Qh /2M
vc = 0.7 5) as sho wn
in Figun~ 1\l.
.
In the the ord i<'a l ana lys is,
the firs t pla stiC
hin ge o<'<'llrs at tlw top of t}w
res tra ine d col um n,
wh i!'h res ults in the fail ure
of the Rp e6n wn . In
the tes t, 11! w was rea che d at
t}w top of the rest rai!H•d <'o lum n h0t we en Lo
ad N o:-s. :i and 4 as
:·dwwn in Fig urP Jl, whPr<' the
exp eri me nta l var iatio n of joi nt mo nw nh; in
th(~ tes t spm~imen is
plo tted . How e\·< ·r, the mo me
nt at the joi nt eon tin ned to irH'n~ase up to Lo ad
No . 7 wh ile an almo st <·o nsta nt vah w of hor izo
nta l loa d \va s ma intain ed as the swa y clefle<'tion
inc rea sed (Fi g. 32) .
As dis< 'uss ed in Se( 'tio n ().2, thi::; 1w hav ior pro bab ly
n•s ulte d fro m the f'ffe<'ts of
the joi nt Htl ffne ss,
str ain -ha nkn ing and tlw sm alle
r Pt::. mom<~nt eon trih ute d by t lw upp (•r <·o lum
n du<• to the hin ge
act ion .
1n t C'st sp<·<·inwn HC -:), the
hin ge a<· tion on the
hor izo nta l d<' fled iml of t lw
('oh nnn wa s mo re dis tin<'tiY<' tha n in t<'st spe <'in wn
HC -2. Th e defl<~e
t ion at the <'o lum n top wa s mu
e h Hmall<•r tha n pn~
d ict( 'd aftC'r the red uce d pla stic
mo me nt in thn r<~
stra ine d ('ol um n wa s rca eh<
'd. Th is \Vas an impor tan t fad or con trib uti ng
to the sig nif ica nt in<·reas<'d stif f nes s of the spe cim
<·n lwy ond the the orl't i<·al n1e(' hani:-:m.
l n on! Pr to <'\· alu at <'th e cff !'ds
of :-;train-hard<~n
ing , ih<' sam<' ana lys is as in the
tC'st spe cim en HC -2
wa s pC' rfo rme d on thP exp eri
me nta l res ults . Fi~
un· 4-2 sho ws th<· mo dif ied <•x
p<~rinwntal res ult s as
tlH· :-;olid cirek:-; wh ere stra inhar den ing has h<~<~n
dim ina t<· d fro m the tes t res
ults . Th e mo dif ied
36
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Compnri~on st ltdy of t.est <iat
a for 1est spm ·ime n

tes t cur ve is in ver y goo d a~r
eenwnt wit h tlH' the~
In tlu• fig un- , t.h(• PXp~·n
In<~ntal cur ve is als o <·o mp an· d wit
h t lw tlw or< 'tH· al
eur v<: det enn itH ·d wit h th<·
col um n :-;iende·nH·s:-; of
h/r = ;)Q.4. A:-; in the · tes t
sp<·<·inwn HC '-2, tlw
exp~~rinwnt.al res ult clo sel y agn~
e~ wit h th< ' tlw orct ica l eur ve wit h th( ' tot al
<'o lum n l<'n gth h<' twe cn
pin ned end s (h/r.r = ;)"LO) (l>
n.
Althou~h the n: is a :-;mall diffe·n'
IH'<~ h<~tween the
the ore tica l and exp eri me nta
l eur v<' s at tlw sta rt of
tlw tes t, two curve:-; an~ in
fai rly goo d a~r<'<'rneut
dur ing tlw ini tial loa din g par
t of tlw loa d-d efle ctio n eur v('. Tlw ma xin nnn
hor izo nta l loa d attai ned durin~ ill<' tPs t wa:-;
(i.O(i kip s (Qh /2J l "r =
O.R:)) whiC'h giv<~s a goo d agn
•(•n wn t wit h th<' p~·e
dic ted vah 1c of (i.OO kip s
(Qh /2M 1,c
O.H~~.'
Sin ee tlw c·ons<·rvat.iv<' d'f<·<"t
s, :-;u<"h as joi nt :-;tiftnes s, stra in- har den ing and
n·d ur·e ·d J>!::. d'f!·e·t, arc
. <~n .
not eonsHl
' a1 ' l" .
~d 1n the· the~or<'tl<'
pte < H dOl l, t · h ('l'('
.
wa s a con si.< kra hk dis n<' pan <"y
lwt w< ·e·n Uw cxp enmf~ntal and pr< 'did ,<·d unload
in~ <"llrV<'S. 1Iow eve r, the tes t o f :-;pec1
· nwn 1\> ( ' -.)·)
•
'1 <rr<'<'wa s 111
goo< t <,..,
rnc nt wit h pr( 'di. d.io n bas ed
on rl's t.ra inl· d col um n
and sw ay subass<~mhlage· t.lH
'ory .
7. Su mm ary and Conclusions
Te sts W<~r<~ e·o ndu dPd on t.hn
·e· r<'!·d rain <·d <'olum ns per mit t<· d t.o sw av.
l•:a<' h t<'st. sp<'cim<'ll
rep rese nt.< •d a rest .rai n<· d ~·o
lurnn in <'itlH'r a win dwa rd, an int eri or, or a l('c
wa nt sw ay subassr~m
bla ge. Th<~ ma in purpos<~ of
t.lw tes ts wa s to stu dy
rdicalunloadin~ <·urv<'.
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the load-drift behavior of such restrained columns
and to compare the experimental results with thP
predictions from restrained column and sway subassemblage theory. The most important obsPrvations are summarized below:
1. The behavior and the strength of all test
specimens were in fairly good agrPement with the
theoretical predictions. The order and location
of plastic hinge formation were the same as predieted.
2. As yielding of restrained eolumn progressed,
a kink developed in the yielded region and the P .:1
moment contributed by the upper column at the
joint became considerably less than the theoretically assumed value.
3. The beam moment at the eolumn face exceeded the full plaHtic moment capac·ity of the section, JJ;f 1, in a test. However, the experimental
result elosely agree with th(~ prc~dietion assuming
that the beam plastic hinge forms at the face of the
eolumn.
4. Due to the effects of the joint stiffness and
strain-hardening, the moment at the top of a restrained column exceeded its reduced plastic moment capacity, ]}f vo when a column plastic hinge
was expected to fonn. ConHequently, the specimens were stiffer than the prediction in the unloading part of the tests. The behavior modified by
eliminating the effects of strain-hardening from
the experimental results is in very good agreement
with the theoretical behavior.
5. Although there is an effeet of joint stiffness,
the experimental results elosely agree with predictions, assuming that the total column length is the
distance between pinned ends.

The following <'OJl<·lu:-:ion:-: an· ha:-:<•d on t he• 1-<·:-:t
rpsults of this im·c·:-:tigation:
1. TIH' bC'haYiorand the• :-:tre•ngtl1 of n·:-:traiw·d
columns p<·rmittc•d to :-:wa.'· \Yit h a e·on:-:tant or a
variable- rotational :-:tiff n<•:-:s e·a n I H' <·lo:-:1'1_'\ pre·dictc·d by rC':-:traine·d e·olumn and :-:wny :-:llha:-::-:<·mblag(' thPor.'·.
2. In the' thC'ord i<·al <·al<·ulat ion:-:, t he• total
}wight of a <'olumn and t IH' <·le•ar :-:pan of a h<·am
should he usC'd, <•xc·ppt wh<·n <·akulat ing t IH· initial
(zero-sway) IH'lHling monwnt. In thi:-: <·a:-:<', the·
c·cntc•r-to-c•c•ntc·r span of a hC'am should he· 11:-:l'd.
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ABSTRACT
TC'sts WC'f<' c·onduetc•d on two full-sized one-story two-bay assemblages. One
t pst ass<>mblage was designc~d to simulate a story near the top of an un hracc~d
multistory frame. The other assemblage was designed to simulate a Htory w•ar
tlw hott om of a frame. In each test the total gravity loadi-> applied to tlw beams
and <"<>lurnn:-; wa:-; maintained eonstant as drift inerements were givc>n to tlw
a:-;semhlagc•. However, the distribution of gravity load::.; to tlw columns was
varic•d linc•arly with the applied drift. This loading eondition thw.; repreHc~nted a
n·ali:-;tic· comhinc·d loading eondition for an unbraced frame in a high-rise building. The latPral-load vs. drift behavior of the a::.;semblage wa::.; compared with
prl'di<"kcl load-drift behavior eomputed from sway subassemblagc theory. The
pn·didPd hdutvior of the m.;::.;emhlages was in very clo::.;e agreement with the exJwrinwntal behavior.
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1.

Introduction

The sway flubasscmblage method of analysis was
developed to determine the approximate~ sPcondorder dastie-plastie behavior of individual stori<•s
of an nnbraccd multistory frame (1-5). In the
~cthod, a story, called a one-story assemblage is
Isolated from the framP. Using sway suhassemblage theory, the eomplete lateral-load vs. drift
curve for the one-story assemblage~ is then d<~kr
mincd for either proportional or nonproportional
loads up to or beyond the stability limit load. ThP
~oad-dr~ft relationship for the one-story assPmhlagc
IS ohtamed by supC'rimposing the load-drift rdatiom.;hips for Pach sway suhasspmblage in tlw oneA S\vay suhassPmhlagc conH~ory assPmhlag<'.
Hists of a restrained column plus onp or two restraining beams.
A two-phase~ <'XpPrimcntal program was umkrtaken at Lehigh University to provide an cxpC'rimental <~valuation of reHtrained column tlwory and
sway subasr,;e>mhlage theory (6, 7). In Phase> I,
three restrained columns \Vcre tPstC'd and the results n~portcd (8). The tests showed that good
eorrdation with pr<>dickd behavior was ohtainPd.
Th<•sc studiPs thPr<'forc providPd an important
first stPp in tlw <'Xp<>rim<>ntal v<>rification of :"Wav
suhassc•mhlagP th<>ory. Phase II of thP program is
an <'Xp<•rim<•nt.al invPstiga.tion of two onP-:"torv
as:-;<·mhlagc·s and a <~omparison of thc> test rp:-;ult.s
with predi<·tions ohtaiw•d from a swav suhassPm·
hlagc analysis.
The eolumn axial loads in an unhrac<'d framc>
suhjpetcd to comhi1wd loads, wlwtlH•r proportional
or nonproportional, vary with incn·asing lateral
load and drift. Tlw variation for a particular
story eol mnn if' the summation of th<' Yaria tion:-;
in <'ach c·olumn dir<'d]y ahoY<' the <'olumn eonsi<l<'r<>d. In thP sway ~uhassPmhlagc' nwthod of
analyf-lif-l 1 hP actual Yariation in axial loads <·an not
hP <'Xa<'tly a<·c·ount<'d for. Th<·rdor<' sonw assumptions an' n•quired rPgarding tlw magnitude
and di::;trilmtion of the total gravity loads to the
eolumns within the one-story assc'mblage.

In an analy:-;is c·mt:-;id<'ring nonproport ional
load:-;, whPr<' the• gravity load:-: arc· hc·ld e·ott:-:tant
it is a:-;:-;unwd that tl11• e·olumn axial load:-: in 1 he:
onP-story a:-:sPmhlage• ar<' e·ott:--tant. TIH· :--11111 of
tlw c·olumn axial load:-; hy :--tatic·:-; i:-- c·cpwlto tltc•
total of all the• gravit~·load:-- ahm·c· tiH· one·-:--ton·
as:-;Prnhlag<'. ThP di:-:t ri IH tt ion of 1 he· t e11 a I gr:n· i1~·
load~ to <'ae·h e·olumn of tiH· otH·-:--t ory :1:-::-e•ml ,Ja~e·
is tak<'n a~ that ohtaiJH•d fro111 a ntonH·nt-h:tlatwin g
solution for tlw franw c·orre•:-pottding 1o tiH· frame·
mPdtanism <"O!Hlition (>1, !IJ . . \11 anah>i:-: e·onsid<'ring proportional load:-: wottld al:-:o e·~·c·ttttt:tlh·
arri\'C' at tlH· :-:amc· e·olttmn load:-: lntt \\'ottld arri\.'c•
1h<'n' aft<·r 1-'<'\'C'ral proportion a! itwn·nwnt :-of loading ~tart ing wit It zc•ro gravity and Iat c·ralload.-:.
Anal~·ti<"al :-;t IHli<':-: inclie·atc·d t !tat ,,·it !tin tiH·
rang<' of <'XJwdc•d axial load ratio:- in a franw tit<·
lwhavior of a mw-:-;tor~· a:-::-;c·mhlagc· i:-- in:-:~·n.-:iti\·c·
to t}w di:-;trilmtion of t he• axial load:-- 1o til!' e·olumn:-;. In fad t}w:-;<' :-;tudie·:-- inclic·atc· that mwstor~· a:-;:-;pmhlage' lH'havior i:-- unal'fc·e·te·d h.\' t IH·
di~trihution of the' total gr:l\·ity load:- to tIt<· e·olmnns prm·iding 1hat no pla:--ti<· !tinge·:-; form in t ltc·
<'Ohtmn:-;.
Th<' r<'a:-:<ming for thi:-: i:-- a:-: follmY:--: Fir:-;t, :111
c•xamination of tlw c·quili111·ium c·qtt:tt ion:-- for a
mw-story a:-;spmhlagc• :--how that o\'C•rall e·cptilihrium
is depe•mlc•nt only upon t lw magnitude • of 11 )(' tot a I
gnn·it~· load:-; and not on t ll!'ir cli:-t rihut ion ( l ).
~pcond, t lw primary e.ffpd of tltc• axial load for
any particular c·olumn i:-; to !':--tahli:--lt tlw magnitud<' of tlw reduc·<'d pla"tic· monwn1 c·apac·ity .l!w
for that c·olumn. Thus in t lw al ,:-;c·twc· of pla:-;t ic·
hing<'s in the column:-; a \'ariation of tlw total
graYity load:-; to tlw colttmn:- will not c·ltange· the·
OJI<'-1-'1 ory a:-;:-;pm I,Jag<· n '"pon:-c·.
Two t<>st:-; of oJH•-:-:tory a:-;:-;<·mhlag<·:-- wc·n· <'OIIduded in Pha:-;c' 11. Ea!'lt a:-;:-;e·mhlag<· c·on:-i:-;11-cl
of thr<'<' eohtmn:-; and two lH'am:- forming t \\·o <·qual
haYs
. hc•ight of 10ft. The· a:--. of 1;) ft and a storY
s<>mhlag<'s "'<'r<' tt>:-;t<'d und<'r nonproport ionalloading, whiC'h is c·onsid<'r<'d to lw thP mon' r<'ali:-;tic·
ease for praetieal fram<'t'. Tlw total graYity load
~
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applied to the columns was maintained constant,
as were the gravity loads applied to the beams.
The lateral load was applied to the top the interior
column using a horizontal screw jack. The data
obtained from the tests was reduced to determine
all stress resultants and deformations. The loaddrift behavior was compared to predictions from
sway subassemblage theory.
The results of the Phase II studies are reported
herein. Experimental evaluation of sway subassemblage theory, as applied to the two one-story
assemblages is reported, and includes an evaluation of the effect of variations of the total gravity
loads to the columns.
Each assemblage was subjected to approximately two cycles of reversed loading to fairly
large values of drift following the initial tests discussed above. These results are not presented in
this report.
Nomenclature
A = area of cross section
b = flange width
d = depth
H
horizontal wind load
I,
moment of inertia about major axis
M = bending moment
Mv
plastic moment capacity of cross section
reduced moment capacity considering axial
Mvc
load
p = axial force in column
Py
axial yield load of cross section
Q = horizontal force
t = flange thickness
'W = web thickness
= plastic section modulus about major axis
1::./2 = joint deflection
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One-story assemblages SA-l and SA-2

The dimensions and member sizes selected for
the two test assemblages reported herein are shown
in Figure 1. Assemblage SA-l is designed to
simulate the behavior of a story near the top of a
frame, while SA-2 is designed to simulate the behavior of a story near the bottom of a frame.
ASTM A36 steel is used throughout. All sections
are oriented for strong axis bending. The ratios
of strong axis moments of inertia are typical of
those found in the upper and lower stories of unbraced frames.
Figure 2 shows the beam and column loads selected for each test assemblage and the expected
plastic hinge locations. For assemblage SA-l,
plastie hinges are expected to occur in the windward beam and at the tops of the interior and leeward columns. This is a typical plastic hinge
pattern for a story close to the top of an unbraced
frame. The plastic hinges in assemblage SA-2
are expected to occur only in the beams which is
~~

E•

PA •BB"-46"

P8 =113"-114"

Pc•90"-128~

-:.- --:.!!-+-~: --:.-

2. Experiment Design
Since only two assemblages were to be tested a
decision was made that one should be designed to
simulate the expected behavior of a story close
to the top of an unbraced frame, in the vicinity of
the stability limit load. The other would simulate the expected behavior of a story near the
bottom of the frame. Sueh simulations can be
achieved by selecting beam and column sizes and
loading such that near the stability limit load, the
~la~tic hinge locations in the test assemblage are
s1m1lar to the expected locations in the corresponding stories of the frame. At the same time in
order to facilitate some comparison with the' results of the Phase I studies it is desirable to maintain the same story and bay dimensions and member sizes as closely as possible(~).
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Design loads and expected plastic hinge locations
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typical for a story located n ear the bottom of a
frame.
The concentrated b eam loads shown in Figure 2
are maintained constant and simulate the effect
of a constant uniformly distributed gravity floor
loading. The column axial loads are varied according to a preselect ed program to simu late constant gravity loading above the assemblage but
the distribution to the columns is varied as would
be expected to occur during application of the
lateral loads. This is discussed further in Chapter
4. Since assemblage SA-2 is d esigned to achiev e
a mechanism with plastic hinges occurring only in
the beams the effect of varying the column loads
is expected to be detected only from the SA-l test
results.
The ranges of variation of the columns axial load
ratios, P / P Y ' shown in Figure 2, are chosen to represent as closely as possible a practical range, a s
well as to be within the capabilities of the available
laboratory testing equipment. The column loads
shown in the figure are computed using measured
mechanical and cross section properties. R eferring again to Figure 2, each assemblage is designed
to be subj ect ed to increments of drift applied to
the tops of the interi or columns in a west-to-east
direction. The r elati onship b etween the resulting
lateral force Q (shown positive to the right) at the
column top and the drift ~ /2 m easured at the
center of the interior joint is u sed to d escribe the
behavior of an assemblage. 'I'he column tops are
connected by a pinned strut (shown dashed in the
figure) designed to maintain a nearly constant
distance between the column tops.
In the d esign calculations, p lastic hinges at the
ends of the b eam s are assumed to form at the
column fac es. P lastic hinges in the columns are
assumed to occur at the center s of the joints.
3.

TABLE I.

Summary of Tension Tests

S ect1:on

Static
Y ield
Stress
(ksi)

Vltimate
Stress
(ksi)

Elongalion
(8 in.)
(%)

Ml0 X l 7

W eb
F la nge

41.6
36.5

64 .5
6:3 . 0

26.2
3 J .0

Ml2 X22

W eb
F lange

38 . .'5
33.6

62.7
59 ..'5

29.0
30.3

W8X24

W eb
F la nge

33.6
33.3

61.4
60.6

30. 1
28.6

W8X40

W eb
Flange

33.3
32.2

6J .0
60.7

30 .2
31.0

plastic moment capacity llf P and the axial yield
load P Y of each section were calculated.
3.2

Cross-Section Properties

The cross-section dimensions of each shape were
determined at variou s locations along the length
of each beam and column u sing micrometers and
caliper s. Measurements of web thick n0ss were
taken only at the cut ends of each length. The
average cross-section proper ties of each shape
are given in Table II and compared with th0 corresponding handbook values. 'I'here were no significant differences between t he m easured and handbook properties. The meas ure~ values were used
to determine the area A, the moment of inertia I x'
and the plastic section modulu s Z for each section.
'I'he value of the calculated plastic moment capacities M P and axial yield loads P Y are also shown
in Table II.
4.

Test Setup and Procedure
4.1 General

The overall view of t he test setup u sed for t he
two assemblage t ests is shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 actually shows assemblage SA-l after two
cycles of reversed loading and shows t he frame

Mechanical and Cross-Section Properties
3. 1

Tensile Coupon Tests

A total of 32 t en sion t ests wer e p erformed to
determine the m echanical properties of t h e ASTM
A36 st eel u sed. The static yield str ess level, ultimate str ess and p er cent elongation were determined from eight tension coupons cut from each
section, four from the fl anges and four from t he
web. A summary of the d ata obtained from ~he
tension tests is given in Table I. A numencal
average for each of the three properties was determined for the webs and flanges separat ely for each
section. Based upon these average values, the

FIGURE 3.

. and Tes t s f or R'1g1'd High-Rise Steel Frames
Plastic Subassemblage Analysis

Overall view of test setup
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TABLE II

. Average Cross.Section Properties
Section

I.,

z

Mp

Pu

(in.)

b
(in.)

(in.)

(in.)

A
(in. 2 )

(in. 4 )

(in. 8 )

8.18
79.6

18.6
18.0

670*
688

-

29.4
28.8

1060*
1020

-

23.3
23.4

831*
780

254*
241

39.9
38.4

1435*
1240

423*
367

d

t

w

M10X17

Handbook
Measured

10.12
10.12

'*.01
q.97

0.329
0.326

0.240
0.233

4.98
4.81

M12X22

Handbook
Measured

12.31
12.35

0.424
0.412

0.260
0.266

6.47
6.41

W8X24

Handbook
Measured

7.93
7.96

4.03
'*·04
6 .•50
6.54

0.398
0.402

0.245
0.276

7.06
7.23

W8X40

Handbook
Measured

8.25
8.28

0.558
0.536

0.365
0.366

11.76
11.32

S.os
8.09

155.7
153.1
82.5
86.13
146.3
141.8

(kip-in.)

(kips)

* Yield stress taken as 36 ksi.

d

y

displaced in a westerly direction. In the tests reported herein drift was applied in an easterly direction. A more detailed view of the west bay of
SA-l during testing is shown in Figure 4. The
test assemblag e is shown in white. The darker
members are all part of the testing equipmen t.
A gravity load simulator applying loads to the
columns can be seen at the left and right edges of
Figure4.
Figure 5 shows the pinned connection s that were
used at the ends of the column and the strut joining the column tops. The strut consisted of two
channels spaced about 12 in. apart. Large roller

FIGURE 4. View of the west bay of SA-l during test
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bearings were used to ensure that there would be
no bending moments at the ends of the columns.
A more detailed view of the strut between an interior and an exterior column is shown in Figure 6.
At the middle of each strut (near the top of Fig. 6)
four small steel rods were inserted and provided
with strain gages so that the lateral force in the
strut could be calculated during testing. A closeup view of these rods is shown in Figure 7.
Planar motion of each test assemblag e was ensured by means of specially designed lateral bracing perpendic ular to the place of the test specimen

FIGURE 5. View showing pinned connections at the ends of
the columns and the strut joining the column tops

D etailed vie w of strut betwee n column s topsi:; in t he foregro und
column
r
an mteno

FI?UR~ 6.

as can b e seen in Figu res 4 and 5. The braci ng
prevented later a l and torsio nal move ment of the
beam s but did not offer restra int to in-pla ne deform ation (10) . The brace s for the beam s were
place d at the locations r ecom mend ed for use in
plastic d esign ( 11) . The beam s wer e also brace d
in accor dance with the r equir emen ts for reverse
cyclic loadi ng, the r esults of whic h are not reporte d h erein . Six brace s were u sed for each
beam . The colum ns wer e braced u sing the same
type of braci ng m embe r s. Each colum n was
brace d at the level of the b eam s as sh own in Figure
4. All braces w ere in turn attac h ed to an indep enden t supp ortin g frame .
4.2

Load Appli cation

Verti cal b eam loads wer e applied appro xima tely
at the quar ter points of each beam throu gh a
sprea der b eam whic h was attac hed at its midp oint
to the tensi on jack of a gravi ty loa d simul ator as
show n in Figures 3 and 4 (10) . Tens ion dyna mom eter s were u sed to conn ect the spreader beam to
the test sp ecime n and also to meas ure the applied
loads . The tensi on jack s of the two simulators
Wer e conn ected to a comm on hy draul ic line to ensure that the same loads woul d be applied in both
spans. Once the beam loads were applied, they

FIGUR E 7.
strut

Dynam ometer:; used Lo determ ine t.he force in a.

were main tained const ant for the durat ion of the
test.
Each colum n load was applied to the top of the
colum n by m eans of tensio n r ods conne cted to two
gravi ty load simul ators place d on eit her side of
ea ch colum n, as show n in Figur e 8. The tensio n
rods were provi ded with strain gages and calibrated
so that the load appli ed by each simul ator jack
could be calcu lated . A comm on hydra ulic line
was conne cted to each p air of simul ator jaks at
each colum n. The colum n loads could there fore
be controlled by adjus ting the hydra ulic press ure
in each pair of jacks and check ed by takin g readings on the t en sion r ods.
The colum n loads were varie d as discu ssed in
C hapte r 2 to main tain the desire d axial load ratio
P / PY in each colum n at every stage of the test.
In order to accom plish this a loadi ng progr am was
deter mined for each colum n for each test assem blage. Figur e 9 show s t he colum n loadi ng program used for the two subas semblages. For SA-l ,
the calcu lated drift corr espon ding to the theor etical mech anism condi tion was divid ed into ten
drift incre ment s. 'I'he load 'vas adjus ted at the
end of each drift incre ment in order to main tain
the desire d axial load r atios in the colum ns. The
open circle s in F igure 9(a) show the desire d value s

Hig h· Rise Steel Frame s
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FICtCHJ'; JO.
crenw n l'H to t.he

'Hori wnt.a l s<·rew

\!sed to

drift w-

The eoh1rnn load ing prog raJn for
SA-2 is
HOln (}Wl lrtt

Thi s ·was to aeean
i.~Oilnnn

loadP<

eolu mns were appl ied
mou nted hori zont ally

ja.ek
inte rior
10. The jaek
ihe f'oh mm top thnm gh a
load
t'Wl'C \V

Hup port ing
4.3

Instr ume ntati on

inst rurn enta tion
was
sign ed to obta in
data whi eh cou ld
used to
(1)
ate the a.pp lied load s, (2) dete rmin <' deand
the

}'ou r
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FIGURE 12.

Location of displacement and rotation gage

strain gages were u sed at each instrumented crosssection so that the axial force and bending moment
at the cross-section could be calculated. Four
cross-sections were gaged on each column and six
were gaged on each beam as shown in Figure 11.
In addition, another four gages were mounted on
the beam webs at six instrumented cross-sections
of each assemblage. 'J'hese cross-sections were
chosen n ear the locations of potential plastic hinges
so that some strain m easurem ents would be available after the occurrence of yielding in the flanges
at those cross sections.
E lectrical displacem ent gages were used to m easure drift and v ertical beam d efl ections at the locations indicated in Figure 12. A transit was also
u sed to m easure drift at the level of the beam s by
reading a scale attached to the face of each column.
Rotations were m easured u sing electrical rotation gages (10) . These gages were placed at the
top and bottom of each column, at the joints and
at either side of the con centrated beam loads as
shown in Figure 12.
Each test assemblage was whitewashed prior to
testing in order to observe the progression of yielding. All electrical SR-4 strain gages, electrical
displacement and rotation gages and dynamonr
eters were read by a multichannel strain gage
recording system and punched automatically onto
computer cards. 'rhis procedure enabled a systematic data reduction to be performed using a
computer program.
4.4

Alignment Procedure

During erection of an assemblage the three columns were first placed on their pin-base supports,
lightly attached to the surrounding framework at

the beam level and aligned with transits to en sure
that each beam was horizontal, in the correct position and in the plane of th e assC'mhlage. After
all alignment was complet e and all instrumC'ntation in place, the initial set of strain a nd deflection
Then the beams were
readings was taken.
welded to the columns. After t lw WC'lding was
completed, th e lateral bracing in place' a nd the
temporary attachments removed a srcond set of
readings was taken to isolate the effect of wrlding.
At this point the horizontal struts b etween the
column tops were loosely fitted so that no stresses
would be developed in the columns above the hcam
level.
After erecting and ali gning each a. semhlage, it
was necessary to adjust th e position s of thC' load
hangers on eith er sid e of the column s (Fig. 8) to
elimin ate any eccentricity of tlw a pplied column
load. Strain readings were taken at sevNal small
column load lev els. Based on th e strains obtained, the positions of the load hangers were adjusted to reduce the eccentricity of column load.
The adjustment was continued for each column
until all column loads were applied with negligible eccentricities. At thi s point the horizontal
struts were fitt ed snugly between the column tops
by adjusting the rods at the center of ea ch strut.
4.5

Test Procedure

At the start of each t est a nd with th e asscmhlage
in a zero drift position, one-h alf of the initial column loads (Figs. 2 and 9) and the full beam loa d s
were gradually applied simultaneo usly . The
column loads were then gradually increased to
their full values while the beam loads were held
constant. After all the v erti cal loads had been
49
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West

East

J,

n

(c) Initial
(a) ASSEM BLAGE

Gravity Loads

SA-l

{ send1ng Moments Plotted on Tension
S1de)

Unit: kip -in
----Th eoreti cal (Momen ts in Parenth
eses)
- - Experim ent
(Note: Bending Moments Plotted on
Tension Srde)
(b) Bending Moment Diagram

(b) ASSEM BLAGE SA-2

FT<:P BE 1:L

\Veld ingre sidua lmom ents

appl ied all strai n and ddl< 'etio n rcad ingR
were
agai n n·<·ordPd to i:-;olat<' the effec t of th<~
initi al
graY ity loar k
From this initi al stag e tlw drift of tlw inte
rior
<'olumn was in<T<'nwntcd follo wing tlw
pred <'kr mitw d prog ram usin g the hori zont al s<·n•w
jack at
t h<' int <·rior eolu nm top. A part icul ar
drif t incren wnt was appl ied in two :-;teps. Firs t,
one- half
oft he drift iner enw nt was appl ied with the
eolu mn
load s main tairw d <·qual to the ayr•ragr~
vahw fksircd for that inte n·al. The n, all stra in
and defl<•dion r<'ading:o; werr· take n. Afte r taki
ng all
read ings , t lw sr•r·ond half of tlw requ ired
drif t
in<'n ·nwn t was appl ied. At the Pnd of the
incr enwn t, t 11<' <'olumn load s W<'l'<' adjuRt<'d to
the avcr ag<· Yalue requir<•d for the nr•xt in<·n •mf'n
t in the
load prog ram. Thes e proe edur es wen~
repe ated
unti l t h<· total drift r·xr·e<'<kd the drift <·orn
•;.;pondi ng to t h<· st a hili t .'- I imit load for Uw a;o;;.;emhla
g<~.
\ Yhen iw·\a;;t i (' ad ion was <'vid<·nt in an assr
~m
hlag e, all rr·ad ings wen · takr· n afte r appr oxim
atd.Y
a 10-> :0-m in wait ing peri od in ordc•r to
allow tlH~
yidd ing pro<·<·ss to ::-;top ancl tlw ass< 'mbl
age to
conw to stati<· equi libri um.
5.

Test Results
5.1 Weld ing Resi dual Mom ents
:-;i 11<'<' t h<· fa hri<'a t eel assP mhla ges an· statie
a11.Y
indd Nmi nat< · t h<· weld ing oper atio n ean
intro<ht<·c~
r<';;idual st res;;es into the lwam ;; and <·olunms.
Tlw
r·al('ulatc·d mon wnt; ; re;;u lting frorn tlw w<·l
ding aw
show n plot ted in Figu re 1>3 on the tens ion
;;id<~ of
ea<"h mc·m lwr. Ko part ieul ar wdd ing orde
r was
main tain ed. The mon wnts show n in the
figu re

FIUU HE 14.

SA-l : Load nml mom ent condi tion:- ; at, :-~em
drift,

appl y only to the test asse mbl ages and
coul d b<~
enti rely diffe rent in a orw -sto ry port ion
of an actual fram e.
A cert ain a1no nnt of erro r is evid ent sine<
~ the
resid ual mom ents :o;hown in tlw figu re shou
ld theo retic ally he in sdf Pqu ilihr ium . This <·rro
r <'Hll be
a ttrih utr·d mai nly to ( 1) cxyw ri nwn tal
ar·<· urac y;
stra ins wcrP re<'o rded to an a<·r·u rar·y
of abo ut
± 5 micr o-in ., awl (2) prob able
n·st rain ts provid< 'd by the atta chm ents used to alig n
the nwm bers prio r to WPl ding .
.
EvP n thou gh the ahsolutr~ <'rro r indi<
"ated m
Figu re 1:~ is fairl y larg e the rPla tive Nro
r i:-; prob ably sma ll. For install<'<', tlw larg est
resid ual
mom <·nt at a pok ntia l plast i<' hinge~ loca
tion in a
hr~am is abo ut O.O\ Lll 1,, and for a <'olu
rnn, abo ut
0.12111 w· Tlw prob able r·rro r in tlw
r<':-;idual
mom r•nts is li kcly to l )(' sonl<'\V hat smal
l<'r t ha 11
this. Th<'n•forr~ the mea sure d rC'si dual
mon wnt s
an~ r·onsid<'r<'d to IH· suf!i <'ic·n t.ly a<'<' 11
rat<' to in<·lud<~ in ( 'hap tr·r () wh<'r<~ a dda ilt·d anal
ysis of
the test resu lts is mar k.
5.2 Initi al Grav ity Load Mom ents
The eon; .;tan t grav ity load s whie h W<'r<'
adual~y
appli<~d to tlw two tr·;.;t asse mhla g<'s
arc show n lil
Figu res 14 and ] G. Thr·s<~ load s ar<'
to ))(' <'ompan• d with tlw clc;.;ign lond s whi< 'h an·
show n in
Figure~ 2. Dur ing r·aeh kst tlw <'On
stant grav ity
load s w<"r<' mai ntai ned usin g <·alibrat.t•d
pr<'s:-;ur<'
gag<"s whir ·h dc·k rmir wd th<' oil JH"<'SSill'<
' d<'liv<'r<'rl
to tlw sev<'ra.l hydr auli< · ja<·ks. The·
diff<'r<'IH'<'~"
lwtw<~en the desi gn and aC'tu al load s aris<
' main ly
from the aeeu raey with whi<"h the pr<'
ssuw gage s
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(a)

INITIAL GRAVITY LOADS

Umt:Kip-m
- - - Theoretical (Moments in Parentheses)
Experiment
(Naleo Bending Mamenls Plotted an Tens1on S1del

(b) BENDING MOMENT DIAGRAM

FIG UHE Li.

RA-2: Load and moment eondit ion;; at. zero drift

could be read. The actual gravity load carried
by an assemblage was calculated after the test
using data reeorded from the calibrated tension
dynamomet<~rs previously discussed in Chapter 4.
The average applied gravity load during a test is
shown in Figures 14 and 15.
The bending moments for eaeh tl)St assemblage
eorreHponding to the initial constant gravity loads
are also ::ohown in Figures 14 and 15. The theoretical bending moments which are shown in parentheses and the theoretical moment diagrams which
arc shown dotted were obtained from an analysis of
each assemblage using the loads shown in the figures. The solid lines represent the bending moments computed from the strains measured on the
beams and columns. Fairly good correlation was
obtained hdwe<m the theoretical and c•xpcrimcntal
vaht<'H <~xeept mainly in the inkrior r<·gion of tlw
lwamH. I Iowev<~r, ~:-;onu~ diffen•ne<'s <'an be exp<•ctcd to oeeur ~:-;in<'e the tlworetically computed moment~:; do not tak<~ into al~C'ount deformations of the
member~:; ( eolumn shortening, initial crookedness of
the columns, etc.), slight eccentricities of load or
slight variation~:; in cross-section dimem;ions. The
expPrimentally obtained mom<•nts are 11secl in
Chapter (} where a detailed analysis of tlw tl·st results iH mad(•.
5.3

TlH• <'XJWrimental load-drift l)('h:n·ior of <':tdt
assemblage is :-;hown by t h<· :-:olid lirll':-; in Figttn·s I (i
and 1U. Th<• numiH'rPd ein·ks on t IH'S(' <"llf\'PS
corr<•Rpond to tlH·numlwn·d drift iu<·n·nH·nts (1>1)
shown on FigurPs 1~ and :21, n•sJwl"tivPiy. Two
theon•tiealload-drift <'llfVI'S for e•:u·l1 a:-:s!'lllhlag!', as
ddermined by two sway suhas:-:c•mhlagP arwlys('s
are shown by the da:-;lwd e·urve·s in Figure•:-; 1li and
19. These analyses WPr<' p<'rfornwd prior to t p:-;ting and wen~ usPd during t<':-;ting to gage· the· progress of thP tPsts. ThPI"<' hn> e·un·<·s diffe·r only
in the assum<·d loeation of hPam p]a:-;1 i(" hing<'s
adjaePnt to th<' <'ohmms. Furt he•r d i:-;e·ussion of
these analyHe:-; is d<•fprr<'d to ( 'hap1<'r ().
5.3.1 Assemblage SA-l ThP I'Xp<·rinH·nt al
load-drift behavior of a:-;scmhlage ;o-;:\-1 i:-; shown
in Figure lG. The onspt of yi1•lding wa:-: first observed in the flangPs of th!' windward (\n•st)
beam adjacPnt to th1• windward fae·f• of tlw inte·rior
eolumn at drift irwn·nw11t nurnl)('r :{ (1>1:{) . .\1
DI-+ yidding was also ohs!'n·!·d in1 hP flang(·:-: at tlH·
top of the l<-Pward (e•a:-:1) n·:-:1 raitwd (•olumn: ( i.!'.,
hdow tlw joint). At I>I.S a ('on:-;idPrahl(• amottll1
of vi<·lding was ohse•rve•d in t!H· fl:lllg<•:-; and w<•h:-:
at both of tlw:-;P lo!"a1 i011:-:.
Yidding of tlH· flang<':-; at tl11· top oft lw intc·rior
re:-;trained <·olumn "·as first oh:-:e·rv<'d at 1>110,
followed by initial yiPlding of t lw flange·:-: of t hi'
windward beam und<'r th<· wiwh,·a]'(lloading point
at Dill. At thi~ point tlw maximum appli<·d
lateral load Q of 25.75 kip:-; wa:-: n·~u·lH'd. Be•t wc·c·n
Dill and Dl1:3 tlw lat<"ralload d<•1·r<·a:-:e•d :-:ligllfly.

,,

LATERAL
LOAD
Q

(kIp)

12

Locot1on I

(AnalysiS 2

Pore:'1'heses)

DrIft lncrerT'en1 - D l

Experimental Behavior

Th<· l'Xpninwntal behavior of ilH' hYo te:-:t a:->t-:<·mblag<'H will })(' dis<·nss<·d with refl'fl'IH'<' to
Figun•H 1 (} to 22 iw·lnsiv<'. ( 'omparison "·ith
theoretil·al pr<•di<'tions and a dl't,ailed analysiR of
the test results will be prPsentcd in Chapter G.

1"'1

0
INTERIOR JOINT DRIFT._ 6;2

FH: UHE 16.

I •n)

:-:A-1: Lateral load w. drift behavim
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FI<; IT BE 17.

I

I

0

I 2 3

TIH· t<·:4 wa:-> t<>rminatc>d at DI1:3. No lateralor local hueklinp; waH observed prior to
J)Jl:{. Four pla:->tie hingPH W<'rP observed to form
in t lw H<'<Jll<'IWP pr<·diet<'d hy Analyl-lis 1 and in the
Hanw lol'ationH (Fig. 16). Yielding; was also ob~<·IT<'d in t h<· h<·am lH'tW<'<'ll the windward column
and hing<' loeation ~ThP d<·flc<·tion:-; of tlw ass<•mhlag;e at three stages
of t hc tPst ar<· ~hown in Figure 17. Ev<~n though
t lw figun• :->hows tlw memmred deflection points
<·onn<•etPd hy Htraight line segments, the angle
c hang<•:-; at tho loea tions of the plastic hinges are

(
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Load Ratios P;py

quite noticeable. This is partic~ularly evident at
the loeatinns of the first three plastic hinges.
The experimental variations in the axial load
ratios P /Py for each of the three columns of assemblage SA-l are shown in Figure 18(a). These
ratios were computed using the appli<'d loads P
determined from the f'alihrated knsion dynamometerR connected to the gravity load :-;imulators
and the calculated values of P 11 shown in Table II.
The applied loads were also c~h<~cked with the
axial loads indicated by tlw c·olumn strain gageR.
Figure 18(b) shows the experimental variation
in shear at the top of each column of as1mmblage
SA-l. These values were computed using the
calibrated dynamometers in the horizontal struts
between the column tops and cheeked with the
shears indicated by the column strain gages. The
Rhear H A taken by the windward column rev<•rsed
dircdion as cxpcdc~d. In addition the sh<~ars
taken by the windward and leeward eolumns
reached their maximum vahw:-; and began to reduce prior to the drift incn~ment c~orn•sponding to
the maximum load carrying eapac~ity of tJw assemblage. The total applied latc~ral load Q iH the
sum of the individual column shears, HA
HB

+

Drift Increment- DI

COLUMN
SHEAR
H
{k,p)

(in.)

I" A-I: Experimental drift and beam deflections

tor~ional

P;py

I

Column Shears

HA-l: Experimental colmnn loads and shean-;

5.3.2 Assemblage SA-2 The experimental
load-drift behavior of assemblage HA-2 is shown
in Figure 1 H. 'I'he onset of yielding wa:-> firHt. observed at Dia in the flanges of hot h h<~ams
adjacent to tlw windward faces of tlw i 11 tc~rior and
leeward columns. At DI5 yielding wa:-> also observed in the flanges of the h<>ams at the windward
loading points of hoth beams.
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Yielding of tlw flanges and webs of the beams at
all four locations steadily progressed from DI5
until DI12 when tb(~ maximum load earrying
eapaeity of 15.6D kips \Vas rcaehed. At this point
a few yield lines were also visible in the leeward
flanges at the tops of all three restrained columns.
Between DI12 and DI15 the applied lateral load
gradually reduced. Tlw test was t(~rminakd at
DI15. No lakral-torsional local buckling was
observed prior to DI15. Four pla:-;tic hinges \YC'r<~
observed to OC('IIf in the s<'qlwnec prC'dictcd by
Analyses 1 and 2 and in the t->amc locations (Fig.
Hl). Yi('ldiug was also ohsNved in thP b<'am:-;
between tlw windward and inte-rior columns and
hinge locations ~~ and J.
Th<~ ddlections of the assem hlage at thre(~ stages
of the test are shown in Figure 20. The columns
remairwd essentially straight \vhilc the angle
changeli in th(' beams at the locations of plastic
hing<~s are partieularly notie<~ahk.
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calibrated dynamometers in the horizontal struts
between the column tops and checked with the
shears indicated by the column strain gages. The
shear H A taken by the windward column reversed
direction as expected. In addition the shear H c
taken by the leeward column reached a maximum
value then began to reduce prior to the drift increment corresponding to the maximum load carrying capacity of the assemblage. The total applied
lateral load Q is the sum of the individual column
shears, HA + HB +He.
6. Theoretical Analysis and Discussion
6.1

Theoretical Prediction

Several sway subassemblage analyses were performed for each assemblage using the SMOA computer program previously developed at Fritz
Engineering Laboratory (14, 15). In the analyses, the lengths of the columns were taken as the
total distance between the pinned ends. However, the clear span length (face to face of columns)
was assumed for each beam. These assumptions
were based on the results of the Phase I studies (8).
Plastic hinges in the test assemblages actually
develop over a certain finite length due to the
effects of strain hardening, whereas in the analysis
the plastic hinges are assumed to occur only at a
particular cross-section. To account for this
difference three separate analyses were performed
for each assemblage. These analyses differed only
in the assumed location of a plastic hinge forming
in a beam cross-section adjacent to the columns.
These cross-sections were assumed as follows:

tests. Analysis 3 was performed after testing was
completed.
6.2

Analysis of Behavior

6.2.1 Test Assemblage SA-l The experimental load-drift curve for assemblage SA-l is
shown in Figure 16. Also shown are two theoretical curves plotted from the results of Analyses
1 and 2 of the assemblage. The sequence of formation of the plastic hinges is shown on the theoretical
curves and also on the sketch of the assemblage in
the figure. Each of the two analyses predicts a
slightly different plastic hinge sequence. Anal.,
ysis 2 requires a larger moment at the interior
joint than that required by Analysis 1. As a result
in Analysis 2, the first plastic hinge is required
to develop in the leeward restrained column.
The effect is to substantially increase the stability
limit load predicted by Analysis 2.
Figure 16 shows that good correlation between
the experimental and Analysis 1 load-drift curves
was obtained up to about DI5. Beyond DI5 the
assemblage carried substantially higher lateral
load than that predicted by Analysis 1. The
maximum load (25.75 kips) was only slightly
higher than the stability limit load (25.20 kips)
predicted by Analysis 2. However, the observed
onset of yielding in the assemblage (Article 5.3.1)
indicated that the plastic hinge sequence was that
predicted by Analysis 1. In addition the lateral

Analysis 1:

The cross-section at the face of a
column.
Analysis 2: The cross-section located away
from the face of a column a distance
equal to the beam depth.
Analysis 3: The cross-section located away
from the face of the column a
distance equal to one-half the beam
depth.

In each analysis plastic hinges in the columns were
assumed to form in the cross-section at the center
of a joint.
. The actual mechanical and cross-section properties of the members, the actual dimensions of the
assemblages, as fabricated and erected and the
actual applied beam and column loads w~re used in
the SMOA analyses to determined theoretical loaddrift behavior of each test assemblage. Analyses
1 and 2 were performed prior to carrying out the
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tween the observed and the predicted behavior
from Analysis 1 can be exp ected. However, between DI5 and DI7 the moments 111 1 at hinge location l somewhat exceed li{P, thus delaying the
formation of the column hinge at location 2. Beyond DI7 the bending moments 111 1 and 1112 at both
locations exceeded the r espective plastic moment
capacities of the members. Since t hc:'se hinge
locations are within regions of high moment gradient this incr ease can be attributed to the effect of
strain hardening. This effect was not directly
considered in Analysis 1. Thus Analysis 1 predictions can b e expected to underestimate the
lateral load capacity and overestimate drift for all
drifts in excess of DI5.
Analysis 2 considers the effect of strain hardening indirectly in an approximate way by requiring
that the M P at plastic hinge location 1 be reached
at a cross-section a beam depth away from the
column face. This analysis more closely predicted the maximum load capacity of the assC'mblage which, of course, is affected by strain hard C'nmg.
Observations made during t he tests indicate-d
that yielding of the windward beam at hinge location 1 had spread to a distance about equal to the
beam depth away from the column face. T'he
extent of yielding at this location is shown in
Figure 23. On this basis Analysis 3 was performed, in which the plastic hinge at location 1 was
assumed to be more realistically concentrated at a
cross-section one-half the beam depth away from
the column face. The corresponding bending

Plastic hinges in the windward beam of assemblage

load did not reduce after a mechanism condition
was reached as predicted by either analysis.
The major differ ences between the observed and
the predicted b ehavior of assemblage SA-l can be
explained by examining Figure 22. This figure
shows the experimental b ending moment versus
drift relationships at each of the plastic hinge locations assumed in Analysis 1. The welding r esidual
moments (Fig. 13) have been included together
with the moments r esulting from the applied
lateral load. It is apparent that by Dl5 the
plastic moment M p of the beam was r eached and
slightly exceeded at hinge location 1. Similarly
the Mpc of the leeward column had been r each ed
at hinge location 2 by DI7. It is evident therefore
that up to about DI5 fairly good correlation be-
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FIGURE 24. SA-l: Experimental moment at predicted plastic
hinge location 1
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mollt<·nt vs. drift relati~mship which includes the
W('lding residual moments is ~:;hown in Figure 24.
:-;ill<"<' t IH• monwnt 1lf 1 at this croRs-secti on more
lll'arly approxima tes Jl[r> for drifts in excess of DIS,
t IH• n•sult s of Analysis :3 can he expeeted to more
<·lmwly pn·did the tPst rPsultR if the effect of strain
bardPning is isolated and eliminatf~d from the test
l"I'SllltS.

Th0 exp0rinwn talload-dri ft curve for assemblag e
:-;_\-1 is again shown in Figure 2S, and compared
with t IH· t h<•orl'tiral curve obtained from the results of Analysis :~ for the assPmblag e considerin g
t IH• actual Yariation in the column loads (Article
H.:~. I).
~\lso shown in tlw figure is an experimental load-drift cun·p wlwn• the effect of strain
hard<•ning has lwPn Pliminat<>d. The inercm<~nts
of lateral load attrihut<•d tn i'itrain hardening were
<·alculatPd for <'aeh drift incrcm<•nt based on the
ditT<·n·ne<• lwtw<·<·n the aetual column momentR
at tlH· <'<'IltPrs of tlw joints and the eompntcd values
of Jf pr hasrd on the actual applied eolumn loads
also taking into aecount the PA effect. It is
<'Yid<'nt from th<' figurP that. the correlation betw<·en thP r<>:-;ults of Analysis :~ and the modified
f'XpPrinwn tal n·sult:-> is quit<' good.
6.2.2 Test Assembla ge SA-2 The experimental load-drift emTc for assemblag e RA-2 is
shown in Figun• 1U. Also shown are two theoreti!·al <'lli"V<'s plott£•d from the results of Analyses 1
and 2 for tlw assPmhlag c. The sequenee of formation of thP plastic hinges is shown on the theoretieal cnrYes and also on the sketch of the assem-

blage shown in the figure. The same plastic
hinge sequence is predicted by both a~alyses.
Figure 19 shows that good correlatiO n between
the experimen tal and Analysis 1 load-drift curves
was obtained up to about DI.5. Beyond DIS the
assemblag e carried a higher lateral load (15.69
kips) than that predicted by Analysis 1 (14.SO
kips) but less than that predietcd by Analysis 2
(18.0S kips). The lateral load did reduce somewhat after a mechanism condition was reached but
not so abruptly as predieted by either analysis.
The major difference s between the observed and
the predicted behavior of assemblag e SA-2 can be
explained by examining Figure 26. This figure
shows the experimen tal bending mom(•nt vs. drift
increment relationsh ips at each of the plastic
hinge locations assumed in Analysis 1. ( 'onsidNing
the effect of welding residual moments (Artiele S.1)
it is evident that the Jl;f P of the beam was essentially
reached at hinge locations 1 and 2 by DIS. This
correlates well with the observed onset of yielding
(Article S.3.2) which occurred simultane ously at
both locations at DI3. A plastic hinge condition
was not reached at hinge locations :~ and 4 until
about Dll:~ and DI14.
It is evident from Figure 26 that up to DT5 good
eorrclation between observed and pr<'dided behavior ean be expected. How(~ver, beyond DIS
the bending moments lli 1 and 1Jf2 at hinge locations 1 and 2 exeeeded the resp<'etive plastic
moment eapaeities llf P of the beams. Sinec both
hinge locations are in regions of high moment
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at

predir·ted

gradient thif' increaHe can lw attributed to the
effeet of Rtrain hanlenin~. AEi nwntionPd in
Artide ().2.1, this pffect waH not <·onsidPred in
Analysis 0. Thus Analysis 1 prPdictionR will
undereRtimat<' thP lateral load capaeitv and over<'Eitimate drift of the assemhla~e heym~d DI.5.
AnalysiH 2 <·ousiderH the effect of f'train hardenin~ indin,ctJy in an approximate way by n'quirin~
that tlw JJ/ 1, at plastic hin~e locationH 1 and 2 he
reaehed at a <'I"OHH-sedion a lwarr1 dt'pth away frorr1
the eolnmn fac<'. Analysis 2 actually overPstimates tlw lat<,ralload capacity and undereRtimateR
drift bc'yond Dl5.
Observations made during the t.Pst indicated
that as in a::;;semblage SA-l yidding of the !warns
at hinge locations 1 and 2 had spread to a distane<'
about <'qual to tlw lH'am depth away from the
column fac<' lFig. 2:)(a) ]. On thiH haRiR AnalyEiiH
;) waH perfornwd, in whi<·h tlw plaHtie hin~PH at
loeationH 1 alHl 2 w<'r<' aH:-;umed to lw mor<' realiHtieally <'OIH·entrakd at a <·roHH-H<'ct.iml one-half the
beam depth away from tlw eolumn fac<'. Tlw
bending mom<'nt Vi:\. drift rdationshipt-:l at hinge
loeations 1 and 2 an~ shown in Figure 27. The
residual wddin~ mom<'ntH at th<'i'P locations have
been conHid<'rnd. It is <-vid<'nt that the momf'nts
at tlw:-;p loea t ionH mor<' eloHdv approxima tPs 1l!P
after DI!l.
··
Tlw <'Xperinwlltal load-drift cun·p for assC'mhlage HA-2 is a~ain Hhown in Figun' 2S, and eompar<'d with t hP t h<'or<'t iea l <'lilT<' oht ained from t IH'
n'HUltH of Analysis ;) of th<' aHsemhla~<'. Uood
<'orrelation lH'tW<'<'n <'xperinwntal and theoretic·al
n~Hults is obtai1wd up to tlw maximum load level.
Beyond that, the cxeess load eapacity may be

attrihutPd to th<' pffpf'tf' of strain hardt•ning in tIll'
beams, a:-; waH dis<·ussPd in Art i!'!P ().~.1.
6.3

Effect of Variation of Column Loads

Sway suhassPmhlagP t IH'ory indit·at t•s 1 hat if t lw
total gravit~·load t·arriPd hy t IH' n·st raint·d t·oltlnlns
in a orw-Htor~· asst·m hlag<' is t·onst a 111 tlwn· wi 111 H' no
pffect on tlw load-drift lH'havior of tlw a,.:,.:t•mhl:q.?;«'
du<' to variations in tlw distribution of tlw gr:l\·it y
load to thP eolumni', providing that plast ir· hing(•s
do not form in th<' n·strain(•d f•olumn,.: (:). lf>l.
Plastic hingps W<'r<' prPdid<·d to form in t IH' intPrior and lPP\Yard rPi'traiw'd <·olurnns of a,.:,.:t•mhlage SA-l. PlaRtie hing<'i' did o<·(·ur in tiH'"<'
columns during th<' t<'Ht. An anal.'·sis of a,.:,.:t ·mblagc SA-l and a eomparison wit It t lu· t·xp<·rimental rpsults will indi<·at<' 1 h<· ,.:ignificaJH'(' of
variations of th<' column loads 011 t h<· load drift
behavior of tlw aHH<·mhlag<'.
Fi~ur<' 29 again f'ho\\·s til<' <'Xp<'rinwntal loaddrift behavior of ~A-1 modifi<'d to <'liminat<· t IH'
effects of strain hard<'ning in t ll<' ('olumns L\rt ir·l<'
().2.1 and Fig. 2.5). The modifi<'d <'XJwrinwntal
resultH are eompared in the figur<' with tim·<'
theoretical load-drift <·urves <·ompu tr·d u,.:ing t lw
Analysis :3 af'SUmptions (Arti<"l<' u.l). Th(' cliff !'fences hetW<'<'n the three analytical <·urn'i' an' <·ntirely due to variation:-; in th<' assunwd <'olumn
loads. In thP analys<'i' th<' axial load ratios P l \
assum<'d for the wind\\·anl (<'olumn Al, intt'rior
(column B) and l<'<'War<l (t·olumn ( · l, r<'strai1wd
columns of aHs<'mhlag<' ~A-1 \\"<'f<' as follows (s<'<'
also Fig. lR)
1

o.:3.s: P B I \

=

P c I\,

o.:35:
=

o.:3G.

This eorrespondR to the aRsumptinn of a uniform
distribution of total gravit~· loads. The ratios
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r·r,mpllt<'d from tlw aY<'rage of the nearly
total gnn·ity load~ in the restrain ed
t·rdllmn~ dllring th<' te~t.
Tht•se ratios ·were
maint airH·d c·on~tant in .Analysi s >L\.
w<·n·

r·on~tant

,\naly~i" :n~:

Pt. 1\

=

0.11; Psi P 11

=

0.:3~~;

PciP11 = 0.6fi.
Thi~ <·orn•;<ponds to th<' distribu tion of the total
grrn· it y loads to t lw column s at the <~ncl of the

test. These ratios wt•re maintai ned eon~tant
i 1t .\na lysis :~B.
.\nalysi " :H':
Till' load-dri ft <·un·p in Figun• 29 \Yas plotkd
from t IH· n·sults of };) st·parat< ' analys<•s, one for
<·:wh drift iwTt•me nt (Dl) ust'd in t.h<· test. In
t•ar·h analysis t h<' axial load ratio PI PJJ s<•l<•ded
for <'aeh t'olumn was held con:..;tant. The ratios
"<'l<'dc•d for a particu lar analysis wcre thos<~
aduall:- · appliPcl during tlw t<•st at a particu lar
drift increme nt. Tlms the load-dr ift curve in
Figun· 29 r<'pr<'sent" the effect of maintai ning
t lw total gravity loads constan t hut varying ; the
distribu tion to each column as the drift was
Yarit•tl. This clos<'ly n·pn•sp nt s the practit·a l
loading cas<' for an unhrace d framP.
,\!so shmYn in Figun• 2!) arc the location s and
s<'qll<'lH"<•s of formati on of the pla~tic hinges predi(·tf'cl hy eal'h of the three analyse s. The behavior predict ed by Analysi s :~c is identica l to
that pn•dictP d hy Analysi s 3A up to the se(~ond

plastic hinge. At this point the momen t at the
top of th<~ lee·ward restrain ed col :1mn also r_each<~d
llf pc for that column ( JJ P'. is :-;teadily decreas mg due
to increas ing P j P,, in the lPeward column ). As
the latera! load an.d drift continu e to incrca:s e the
magnit ude of Jl pc at the top of the lePward re:-;traine d column continu es to de(·real-ie (thus causing the momen t at the end of the le(:war? b(~am_ to
also dc~crease) and the sc•eond plastH· hmge sh1fts
from the beam to the top of thf' n~strained column
(hinge position 1 in Analys is :3B). \Yi~h furth:·r
increase s in lateral load and drift the tlnrd plastic
hinge eventua lly forms in the v;indw ard beam ~s
indicat ed in the figure. At this stage the maximum lateral load c~pacity of 2:3.5 kips is reached .
Beyond this point additio nal drift results in decreasin g lateral load. The value of ilfP,. at the
top of the lee\vard restrain Pd column still continues to decreas e howev(• r heeausc r I p!J in that
column i::-; ::-;till increas ing (Fig. 18), thu::-; maintai ning the plastic hinge at that point. Beeaus e of
the reducti on in momen t at the leeward end of the
l<~eward beam (joint equilib rium being maintai ned)
the positive momen t at tlw windw ard loading
point of that }warn continu es to increas e even
though the bending momen t in tb(' }warn due to
tlw applied lateral loads is d<'<'n'al-iing. Finally ,
the fourth plasti<~ hing(' (h•vdop H in the leeward
beam as predict ed by Analys is :~n.
Compa rison of the analyti cal re::-;ults with the
modifi(~d expprim .ental load-dr ift lwhavio r in Figure 29 indicat es that exedl<m t correla tion wa8
achieve d betwee n the two curves. Tlw difference betwcP n the observe d locatio n and ::-;equence
of plastic hinges (Artiele 5.:).1 and Fig. 16) and
that predict ed by Analysi:,.; :3(' ahov(~ can b<~
rPadily explain ed with n•fercn<~<~ to strain hardening of tlw int<>rior and l<~cv,:ard n•strain(~d column s.
In the abs<'IW<~ of strain harden ing th(~ momen ts
at the int<~rior and l<·(~\vard joints an~ somew hat
:-;mailer than the momen ts ohsPrV(~d in the te::-;t.
As a result the third and fourth plastic hinges
form as predict ed hy Analys is :~n. Due to strain
hardeni ng, the momen t in eaeh re::-;trairwd column
is increas ed above the theoret ical valuc~s of llf pc·
The redistri bution of mom<~nts in tJw assemb lage
i:-; alten~d so that tlw third hinge forms in the
interior eolmnn inst<·ad of th<~ \vindwa rd beam.
The fourth hinge finally forms in th<~ windwa rd
bPam as shown in Figur<~ 2:{ (h).
The tlwon~ti cal load-dr ift l"urv<~ for ass<~mblage
SA-2 shown in Figure 2~ remain s the :,.;amP regardles s of the distribu tion of gravity loads to the
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columns. This is a consequence of the fact that
no plastic hinges are predicted to occur in thP restrained columns. As shown in the figun~, fairly
good correlation betwc~en the experimental and
predicted load-drift behavior of assemblage SA-2
was obtained. The difference that did oecur can
be attributed partly to the slight strain hardPning
of the third plastie hinge beyond DI1:3 (Fig. 26),
partly to assumptions used in the analysis which
were not exactly attained in the Pxpcrimcnt and
pa.rtly to expPrimcntal error. In view of the
major effcet of the variation of column loads exhibited in assPmblagc SA-l, it can he concluded
that the variation in column loads for assPmblage
SA-2 had little or no effect on the load-drift behavior of the assc>mblage.
The implieation of the abovP results on tlw mic~
of sway subassemblage theory to prPdict the~ loaddrift behavior of one-story assemblages i:,; as
follows:
1. For assemblages in whieh eolnmn plastic
hinges are not expceted to oeeur use any reafionablc distribution of the total gravity loads to the
column when performing the analysit'. For instance the difltribntion obtained under gravity
loads alone could be UHcd.
2. For assemblage:,; in whieh eolumn plastic
hinges are expeetcd to oeenr, or when it is not
known if column plastie hinges will oecur, consider
the p.robable variation in eolumn loads in the
analy::sis. For the zero drift condition, the distribution of gravity loads to the columns will lw
for the gravity load alone case as in (1) above.
For drifts in the vicinity of tlw stability limit load
or the meehanism load, a reasonable estimate of
the column load::s can be obtained from a mom<•nt
balancing solution of the frame or from a prior
frame analy:-;i::-; if prc~liminary dPHign:-; of thP framP
an~ being earried out. For inkrmPdiate values of
drift the eolumn loads ean be~ obtained from a
linc>ar variation of tlw total e·hanges in the eolumn
loads as was performed in this report.

(:~, 1-+, 15). Th<• analy:-;<•:-: \\'l'fl' ll:-:<·d to obtain
pn•dide•d latPral load \'<•r:-:u:-: drift <'tlr\'<':-: for t lw
a:-;spmblag<·:-:. Th<• :-:<'\'<•ral prt•dit·t <·d load-drift
e·urve:-; dif"fpn•d in th<• a:-;:-;unwd lol'ation:-; of IH·am
pla:-;tic- hing<'H adja<'<•nt to tl11• <·oitJillll" and in t h<·
a:-;:-;unwd di:-;trilllltion of th<· total <·on:-;tant gr:l\·it ,.
loads to <'a<·h of thP C'olumn:-;. Lx<·<·li<·nt <'<lrrl'i:;tion lwtw<'<'ll <·xpPrinwntal and pn·did<·d li<·ha\'ior
was obtainPd, C'i"PC'<'iall.'· wlll'n tl11· d"f<·<·t of :-;train
hardPning, n<·gl<•<·t<'d in t h<· ana)_,·:-;<·:-:, "·a:-; :u·eountPd for in t hP <'XpPrinwnt al n•:-;t d t :-:.
The• major e·ondu;.;ioB:-: lw:-;<·d on tl11• n·;.;ult :-; of
this invPstigation an· a;.; follow:-::
1. TlH· load-drift IH'ha\'ior of <':wh a;.;.'"'<'lllhlag<·
was <'H:-;e•ntially a:-; pn·didPd. Till' lo<'at ion and
sequPrH·e of formation of p)a;.;t i<· hing<·:-: w<·n· a:-;
prcdiet<·cl.
2. Tlw PXJWrinwntal lll'h:l\·ior of l1ot It a:-::-:<•JtlhlagPs eomparC'd IH·:-:1 with pn·di<"l<·d 111'11:1\·ior ,,.lt<·rt
pla:-;tic- hingC':-; at t IH· lC'<·ward <'ltd;.; of till' l)(':IJn;.;
wc•n• a:-;:-;unwd in t Jtp an:tly;.;i:-; to f<lrlll at a <'I'IIC'.":-i<'C'tionlo<"atC'd on<·-ltalf tlH·IH·am d<·pt l1 away fro111
th1• fae·p of th<' <·olumn.
:). f-;train han!Pning of p\a:-;t i<· ltiJtg<·C' at t IH·
top of r<':-;traill<•d <·olumn:-; lwd a ;.;ignifi,·ant d'f<·<·t <lit
thP load-drift lH'haYior of all :le'l"<'llllilag<·. .\'<·gl<·l"ting ~train hardC'ning in th<· anal~·:-:i;.; !tad tit<· l'ff<·<·t
of 1llld('rp:-;timating thC' latPral load f'ap:wity oft IH·
a~semblag<' and on·n·C't ima t i ng drift.
4. Variation in t h<' di:-:t rihut ion of gra \'it~· l"ad;.;
to the cohtmn:-; a:-; drift in<·n•a:-I'C' l1a:- a C'ignifi<'allt
pffed on the· load-drift IH'h:n·ior of :111 a:-:-:~·Jnhl:tg<·
only if pla:-;ti<· hing<'~" o<·<·ur in on<· or 111or<· n·:,;traiw•d !'olumn:-;. T!ti:-: <"ollf'lUC'ion i:-: in :t<'<'''rdane•(• with :-;way :-;uha:-::-:!'lll hlag<· tlll'or.'·.
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The load.. defl<~ction behavior of the one-stor y
assembla ge at Level 8 of the frame shown in Figure
1 \vill be det1'rmin ed by the suhassem blag;e method.
The uniform ly distribut ed factored gravity loads
on the beams (0.:321 kips per ineh) and the axial
loads in the columns are maintain ed constant .
These loads an~ determin ed in accordan ce with the
working loads shown in Figure 1, using a load factor of I.;) and the live load reductio n factors suggested hv ASA A58.1. The load-drif t behavior is
det<>rmi ned for the wind from left conditio n only.
Althoug h the analysis is more easily and quickly
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ASTM A36 Steel

Bent Spacing= 24'
Working Loads
Level I

w0 = 60 psf

Levels 2-10

w0

Exterior Wall

w0 = 45psf

Wind

ww = 20psf

=80psf

wL = 30 psf
wL

=80 psf

Percent Live Load Reduction by ASA A58.1
FlU UB J<; I.

Preliminar y frame de~ign

aecontpli slwd by compute r, ;-;t<'p-hy-st<'p manual
calculatio m: an' pres<>nt<'d in Plate's I to VI 1o
illustrate the proc<>dun'.
The first :'tPp is to i;-;olate th<' onc'-story assc'mblage at L<'Vd 8 from the frame. The· rc•s1dting
one-story a~;semhlag<> with known mc·mh<'r size·:-: is
shown in Plate I. Abo sho\\n ar<' tlH· dist rihu1 ion
of bending moment;-; und<'r graYity loads :tlon(•
(D./h = 0), <'olumn and lH'am propi'rt i1•,-; :111d 1fu·
initial n~straint ('odfir·i<'nt~.
Th<~ analysis of tlH· on<'-story assi'Illlda g(· 1111tially involv<'~ tlw <'akulat ion of t fw JIOJHiiml'llsional rotationa l rP~traint ~tiffiH'SS<'s J/, a1 e·n<'h
joint before and after tlH' formatio n of e·ad1 pla:-;1 i1·
hinge. In addition the nondinwn :-ional r<':-:1 raining
moments JI,. at ea<'h joint ar<' eakulat<· d und<·r 1 h1·
gravity loads alone and lllHI<'r the ('omhin<'d load;-;
at the formatio n of ear·h plasti(' hing<'.
The commen ts whi('h follow an· intcnckd to
clarify the correspo ndingly lett c'r<'d it ('Ill~ i11 Pia 1<'S
I and III. Commen ts <·onct·rning c·a 1I'Ula t ion;-; in
Plate III will also be n']eyant to t·orn·spo nding
ealculati ons in Platt';-; II and IV.
Plate I

(a) Tlw distribut ion of he'IHling nwnH·nt ;-; '"
ddr·rmin t'd by t'lasti<' analy;-;is, as.'-'1lllling <'a<'h
column is latNally restrainr 'd at hot h <'Jid;-; and at
mid-heig ht.
(b) Tlw column axial forc<'s art' <'omputt' d on
the basis of a mechani sm t·cmcli t ion O('f'lllTing in
each storv of the frame under tlw c·omhinr·d loads,
assuming . wind from th<' left.
(c) The rcduc<>d plastic mom<'nt ('apac·ity .l/ 1,
of ('ach column was compute d from Eq. (;)) of
Part 1 of thi~ Bull<'tin.
(d) Tlw minimum plasti<' monwnt r<'quin·d to
re~ist 1.:~ tim<'~ the \Yorking gra\·it.Y load;-; is d<'fined as JI 1"n1.:~wL~

Jfpm =

1(j

where L = lwam span cPnter-to -t·Pnter of adj~H'<•nt
columns and w = uniforml y distrihut< 'd working
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~------"'T''-----'~-----.:::0=.03~-::-11.0
p ... 0.60 py
h • 24 rx

-·--·---+----J0.8

Qh
2MP<

~t,

(RAO.)

FH; UHE ~- Con~t ruction of load-drift cmve for
as,.;emhlage Bl J

~way

Rub-

gravity load p0r unit of span length. It is eon\·enient to llSf' this moment as a nondime nsionaliz ing factor when determin ing the total sway resistance of a \warn.
(e) The initial restraint coefficien ts are compute d
from Eq. (15) of Part 1 of this Bulletin.

and second plastic hinges decrease s to that provided by beam BC alone. The correspo nding
joint rotaticn increme nt oBs is 0.002:38.
(h) The nondime nsional restraini ng moment at
joint B when the second plastic hinge forms is
again equal to the sum of the restraini ng moment
at joint B when the first plastic hinge forms, 0.744
1\11 pcB plus the increase in restraini ng moment up to
the second plastic hinge.
(i) Since the seeond plastic hinge occurred at thf~
leeward end of beams BC, KBc rednecs from 5.949
to 3.0 when calculati ng the restraint stiffness Afr3
between the second and third plastic hinges.
(j) Since the third and last plastie hinge forms
in the columns at joint B the total moment resisted
by the two columns J1fr:/ must b(~ (~qual to twice the
reduced plastic moment capaeity 111 pcB of the restrained column.
Load-Dr ift Behavio r of the Four
Subasse mblages

The construc tion of the nondimc nsional loaddrift curve for subasser nblagc B-D, is shown m

Plate Ill
(a) The analysis of interior Rubassem blage A-C

begins by dPtcrmin ing the total f'hange in moment
in the columns at joint B as sway 1:::./h incr<'ases
from the initial zero drift condition to the occurrcnf'e of tlw first plastic hinge in th(~ subass(~mblagP.
(b) The total change in moment in the columns
at joint B is now required as the drift is further
increased up to the formatio n of the second plastic
hinge in the subassem blage.
(c) \Yith the first two plastic hinges found to
occur at the leeward ends of the two beams, the
third or last plastic hinge can only occur somcwhe rn
in tlw win(hvar d half span of beam BC or in the
columns at joint B.
(d) The initial moment in the columns under
the gravity loads alone and zero drift is equal to
the net moment from the beams or Me = :3514 2:335 = 117fl k-in.
(e) The initial value of nondime nsional restraining moment ill n is now determin ed.
(f) Tlw nondime nsional restraini ng moment at
joint B wlwn tlH• first plastic hinge oc(•urs is the
sum of the initial restraini ng mom(•nt, 0.:)88Jl[])c B
and tlw mornent found in (d).
(g) For inen·asf'd drift beyond the first plastie
hinge, hearn~-> AB ('an no longer contribut(~ to the
rotationa l r"~straint stifl'ncss at joint B. Thus the
rPstraint stiffness in the interval between the first

Qh
2M peA

-0.1

-o. 2 t-----~~"'F'--~

Qh
2MpcB
t--1'--

(b) Interior Sway Subassemblage A -C
P =0.65 Py
h = 24 rx

Qh
2M pee

.......

Qh
2MpcD

..............

Leeward Sway
.............. ....._
Subassemblage C-D - · --- .----.,...,-......._ ·-··

P = 0.65 Py
h = 24 rx
0.4L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _L __ _ _ _ _ _L __ __ _ .

0

0.01
DEFLECTIO N INDEX

0.02
6/h

Four ,.;way Ktilm,.;,.;ernbla!!;e ettrves
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100.0
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80.0
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60.0
l:Q
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(b) Level 8
40.0

30.0

20.0

~

,4

'I

~1 ~

(c) Level 6

0

0.01

DEFLECTION INDEX

FICURE 4.
10

Eq. (8) in Part 1. Similarly the set of 11f/ valueH
will define the four sloping straight lines :-~hown in
the figure. The initial segment of the load-drift
curve is i-a. This segment is parallel to o-a' of
the load-drift curve corresponding to .~frl' The
first plastic hinge occurs at point a, which lies
on the intersection of curve i-a with thP straight
line corresponding to 111rt'. Similarly, the S<'cond
segment, a-b, is parallel to segment a"-h", and the
third segment, b-e, is parallel to segm<'nt b"'-e"'.
The last plastic hinge occurs in the columns at
point c on the load-deflection curv<'. The final
segment, c-d is the second-order plasti<' mechanism
curve for the subassemblage.
The nondimensional load-drift relationships of
the four subassemblagcs at Level 8 ar<' shown in
Figure 3. In each case, the solid <·urv<'s indi<"ate
the behavior determined in thiH analysis. Tlw
dashed curves were obtain<'d using the <"ompukr
analysis described in Part 1 of this Bulletin.
Load-Drift Behavior of the One-Story
Assemblage

0.02

Ath

One-story assemblage enrves for level~ 6, R and

Figure 2. Tlw ~:'let of 111 r values calculated in
Plate IV will determine the three complete restrained column curves o-a'-e, o-a"-c and o-b"'-d
shown in the figure. These curves are given by

Transforming the ordinates to tlH' cun·es in
Figure 3 from Qhj21lf pc to Q and summing, n~:,;ults
in the load-drift curves for the onP-:o;tory as:o;Pmblage at Levd 8 as shown in Figur<' 4. Abo shown
are the corresponding curves for the one-f-tory
assemblage:,; at Levels 6 and 10 as computed manually (solid) and by computer ( dash<'d). The
sequence of formation of the plasti<· hinges in th<'
one-story assemblages arc also shown in Figun' -~.
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ANALYSIS OF LEVE L 8 - FRAM E 8

PLAT E

I

ONE -STO RY ASSEMBLAGE AT LEVE L 8
A

~I
1-

c

B
WI8X 55

~I

W/8X 55

-1-

288 11

~

~

§I

li ~t

WI8X 55

~

~

360"

0

~

-I-

-I

288 11

BENDING MOMENTS - Grav lty Load s Only and A/h= O (a)
~215

-

35~ -233 5

2173 ~52

"""

1607 , 1607

-589 11-589

1920

......,j

89, 89

-960 V-96 0

RESTRAINED COLUMN PROPERTIES - Wlnd From Left
Only
Restrained
Column
Units
A8- A9
88- 89
C8 -C9
08- 09

~

Section

WI4X III
WI4X I/9
W14X/19
W14X 84

Klps
1175
1260
1260
889. 6

~
23.1
2~.0

23.0
23.5

Wind From
pfb) '7R
y
Kips
505 0.43 0
833 0.661
745 0.591
597 0.671

Left
(c)
Mpc
K-In .
474 0
3040
3660
204 0

BEAM PROPERTIES AT LEVE L 8
Girde r

Section

Units
A8 - B8
88- C8
C8 -08

W18X 55
WI8X 55
WI8X 55

Mp
K-In .
4010
4010
4010

(d)
Af,m
K-In .
260 0
1670
/670

I

L

ln.4
889. 9
889. 9
889. 9

ln. 4
360
288
288

INITIAL REST RAIN T COEF FICIE NTS (e)
Joint

Krlgh t

A8
88
C8
08

K.4s =5.7 50
Ksc 5.949
Kco 6.154

Noles
KJeff
K8 A=6. 286
Kc8 =6.0 53
Koc= 5.85 7

I. £ = 2~000 ksl In the
analy sis, and
2. Leffe rs in paren these s refer
to items which ore
discu ssed In the text.
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PLAT£ II
WINDWARD SWAY SUBASSEMBLAG£ A-B

A
I

Flrst Plastic Hinge ..
360

/348~;,;~

.-. E8~ =36.5

=13.6£811,.;
8MAs=5.750X

~

2

p.:/1

~97

8MsA =496=6.286X Ex889.9 X 5.750-4 81i.

S:io

KAB = 3.0

9 x36.5=518k-ln.

Second Plastic Hinge ..

Fi
/6 X 4010
F2 = 0.32/X3602
•·•

B
I

M. _

M = 4010
493 A493
987 II

= 1·54 i

(OK)

""/!

~
= 4010

Mmln 0
.
Mpm = .38; Mmln =0.38 x 2600 =987k-m.

Check: 987 < 2 MpcA

p

LJ

~

8MAB = 987 -(-2697) = 3684 k -ln.

Oelerm1'ne Mr. and M/. Values ..

(LJ~ =O)

Inlllo/

:

M/ = -

:;~~

MpcA = -0.678

=87.0 $..,"' MncA
~

M .., = 5. 75 X 29,000X889.9 9. M
''

.

360 X4740

:A

'IJCA

8 '!4= 518 = 87.0 x 4740

M~A

8~

.-.

8~

;',%00

= 41

= 0.00126 rod.

Mr/ = (87 X 0.00126 - Q678) MpcA = -Q568 ~cA
_

Mr2- 3.0X

2~000X889.9

360x4740

_

~ MpcA- 45.4

~

uA

3684 - 0 ''I ,J
... 8~-- 215.500
-a lr. rou.

8MA = 3684 = 45.4 X 4740 8~

M,-; = (45.4 x0.0171- 0.568)

MpcA

~~

"'I!.CA
I

=0.209 MRcA

LEEWARD SWAY SUBASSEMBLAG£ C-O

C

.I

Firs/ P/ostlc Hinge: 8M0 c=4010-1920=2090 k-ini
De/ermine
Initial
M

r1

~ and ~

/LJ/.
J
,- '/h = 0/ :

1

a.-"=.----=-------~--...,_,£20-0__.5..,.,~

Values:
u

'"r

I=

/920
2040

AJ1
0

Mp=4010
/

U

0 94/ M,

mpco = .

= 5. 85 7 X 29.000 x 889.9 ~ MrpcO
·
288X2040
'D
aM0 =2090 =257x2040 890

'/2CD

=257 Bo M,rpcO
.·.890 = 5~'::, 0

-2005

=0.00398 rod.

Mrf = (257 x Q00398+ 0.941) ~co= 1.963 ~co
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PLATE Ill
INTERIOR SWAY SI.JBASSEMBLAGE A -C
(a)

First Plastic Hinge :
X889.9
_
b
8M8 A=496=6.286X E360
88s-15.5E8u
8

8Msc=5.949X

r..,c9. =v.
21,9

.·.co 8

;

"Jlo9 x31.9=586k-in.; 8~8 =6.053x BJi;i x31.9x5.9: -4 =581k·in
(b)

Second Plastic Hinge :
8Mcs =1256=6.053X

c;::

9 .9 x86b =18.7£ 86h;

:. E88c=67.1

8Msc=5.949X ~S:S9 X67.1X 6.0~- 4 = 1265 k-In.
Third Plastic Hinge:

(c)

/f
/6X40/0
~ =Q32/ X2882 =2 ·40

Mmin =20
Mpm
•

•
••

Check: 4010+3340=7350>2MpcsfNG}

Mmin = 2.0X/670=3340k-in.

••• Mmin=2X3040-4010=2070k-ln.

8M8 c=2070- (-484}=2554 k-ln.
Calculate Mr. and~, Values:

(% =O)

Initial
M
rl

Mr '=

3g;~

= (6. 286 x 29,000X889.9
"

360X3040

MpcB = 0.388 MP-cB

+ 5. 949 x
•

29,ooox 889.9
288X3040

(d)

J c9. M.
ll

'PCB

(e)

=(148+175)88 ~cB =32368~cB

8M8 = 1082 = (148+175)3040 868

1

•••

888 =

9~~'::oo =Q00/10 rod.

Mr/ = (323 X 0.001/0 + Q388) ~CB = 0. 744 MP-CB

(f)
(g)

•••

888 = 5~~00 = 0.00238 rod.

Mr; = (175 xo.00238+0.744) Alpes= 1.161 MJZcB

(h)

8M8 = 1265 = 175 x 3040 888

M,3 = 3.0 X

~~~~=~9"9

68

;

~cB

8M8 =2554=88.5X3040 868 ,·

= 88.5 6;,

~CB

(I)

:. 888 = 2~~~:00 =Q0095rod.

M,;= (88.5 X 0.0095 + 1.161) MpcB = 2.000 ~CB (Checks)

(j)
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PLATE IV
INTERIOR SWAY SUBASSEM BLAGE 8-0
First Plastlc Hinge:
8Mc8 =1836=6.0 53X
8Mc0 =6.154X

£;::

9·9 88c=I8.7E 84;

.-.

E8~=98.3

~:~ 9 x98.3=1870 k-ln.; 8M0 c =5.857 x 8: : : x98.3X 6· 1~- 4 =191{1
k-m.

Second Plastlc Hinge:
Ex889.9
_
u
86'0 = IB.IE88rJ
8m0 c= 172- 5.857 X 288

.·. E86'0 = 9.50

8Mc0 =6.154x 8ffi:ix9.50 x 5· 8~7- 4 =168k-in.
Third Plastic Hinge :

Fi

~ =

/6X 4010
x 2882
a321

=2.40

.•.

Mmln
Mpm =2.0

Mmin =2.0X/670 =3340k-in .

Check: 4010 +3340=73 50>2Mpc C (NG)

•·• Mmin=2X3 660-40/0=3 3/0k-in.

8Mc0 = 3310- (-311) = 362I k-in.
Calculate~ and Mr' Values:

Initial

(L11J=o} ~'=- 3 :{:0

Mpcc = -0.049 Mpcc

29,000 X889.9)
29,000 X889.9
_ /.
6b~cc
Mn-r'6.05 3X 288X3660 + 6 · 154 x 288X3660
= ( 148 + 150.5) 4; MpcC = 298.5 6} MP-cC
8Mc= 3707=(148 +150.5)36 60 8.9c

:. 8Bc=

I,O:;,~ 0.00339 rod.

Mr; = ( 298.5x 0.00338- Q049) ~cc = 0.963 MtzcC
~~ = 150.5

6t Mpcc

8Mc= 168 = 150.5 x 3660 8.9c;

.·. 8c9c= 5

1,%0 =0.000305rad.

Mr; = (15a5 X 0.000305 +0.963) MpcC = 1.009MRcC
Mr;, = 3.0 x 29'fa~~~:;~· 9

Bc Mpcc = 73.5 c9c ~cc

8Mc=3621 =73.5X36 608c9c;

3621
.·. 8.9c= 269000 = 0.01347rad .
I

Mr;= (73.5 xo.OI347+ 1.009) Mpcc = 2.000 Mpcc
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